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INTRODUCTION

Respondents and Cross-Appellants Cleveland National Forest

Foundation, Sierra Club, Center for Biological Diversity, CREED-2I, and

Affordable Housing Coalition of San Diego County ("Petitioners") challenge

the October 2011 decision of the San Diego Association of Governments

("SANDAG") to approve the 2050 Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable

Communities Strategy ("Plan" or "Project"). The trial court found

SANDAG's Environmental Impact Report ("EIR") for the Project inadequate

under the California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA"), Public Resources

Code section 21000 et seQ.,t in two major respects: (1) the EIR misinformed

the public regarding the severity of the Project's long-term contribution to

global warming; and (2) it failed to identiff measures that might avoid or

mitigate that contribution. The court's strongly-worded opinion was correct,

and its judgment invalidating the EIR should be aff,rrmed.

The challenged Project was intended to serve two functions. First, the

Regional Transportation Plan ("RTP") establishes a blueprint for the region's

transportation network over the next 40 years. Second, the Project includes

the state's f,rrst Sustainable Communities Strategy ("SCS") pursuant to Senate

Bill 375. Adopted by the California Legislature in 2008, SB 375 aimed to

fundamentally change the status quo by requiring regional transportation

t All rtututory references are to the Public Resources Code except as noted
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plans-and, by extension, future development dependent on transportation

networks-to achieve greenhouse gas reductions consistent with state-

established targets

SANDAG repeatedly touts the Project as a "sustainable" plan that

encourages "smart growth" and robust public transit. Appellant's Opening

Brief ("AOB"):|-2. The record, however, reveals an entirely differentpicture

In fact, the Project retains a "business as usual," automobile-centered approach

to transportation planning, continuing massive freeway expansions and

deferring most transit projects for decades

Most importantly, despite the Plan's stated goal to reduce greenhouse

gas emissions, under SANDAG's approach emissions will dramatically

increase between 2020 and 2050. This upward emissions trajectory directly

contravenes the downward trajectory established by California's Executive

Order S-3-05, which maps out the steep greenhouse gas reductions that are

necessary, over this same time period, to stabilize the climate. The EIR

ignored the Executive Order-and the scientific data supporting it-and thus

failed to analyze the true significance of the Plan's long-term emissions

increases in light of science and policy demanding lasting reductions. The

trial court emphatically held that this omission violated CEQA

The court agrees with petitioners that the failure of the EIR to
cogently address the inconsistency between the dramatic
increase in overall GHG [greenhouse gas] emissions after
2020 contemplated by the RTP/SCS and the statewide policy
of reducing same during the same three decades (2020-2050)

2



constitutes a legally defective failure of the EIR to provide
the SANDAG decision makers (and thus the public) with
adequate information about the environmental impacts of the

[Project].

Joint Appendix ("J4") 75:1057.2

SANDAG offers aparade of excuses for this glaring omission, but none

is convincing. For example, it notes that the EIR evaluated the Plan's

emissions against three separate "significance thresholds." AOB 15-17 . Each

of SANDAG's chosen thresholds, however, masked the severity of the Plan's

actual long-term impacts. SANDAG also claims that the EIR can simply

ignore the Executive Order because that order is not a general or specif,rc plan,

and "binds" only state agencies. AOB:20-21. However, Executive Order S-3-

05 articulates the state's climate policy and, based on accepted science,

establishes the reductions in greenhouse gas emissions necessary to stabilize

the climate by 2050. The trial court correctly rejected this excuse, noting that

the Executive Order "was designed to address an environmental objective that

is highly relevant under CEQA (climate stabilization)." JA 75:1057

None of SANDAG's other excuses-including its vain attempt to

minimize its role in reducing emissions and its glib denial of the Executive

Order's scientific basis-can save the EIR. By failing to disclose the Project's

inconsistency with the Executive Order's emissions reduction trajectory-a

2 Citations to the Joint Appendix ("J4") and the Administrative Record
("4R") appear herein as: "JA ftab number:page number]" and "AR ftab
number:page number].
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trajectory consistentwith scientific requirements for climate stabilization-the

EIR omitted fundamental information and subverted CEQA's corepurposes of

ensuring public participation and agency accountability. See Laurel Heíghts

Improvement Assn. v. Regents of Univ. of Cal. (1988) 47 Cal.3d 376,392

("Laurel Heights l').

The EIR not only refused to face the full significance of the Project's

long-term climate impacts; it also failed to identiff enforceable measures to

mitigate the signif,rcant impacts that it did identiff. Remarkably, the three

purported greenhouse gas mitigation measures in the EIR largely postponed

actual climate mitigation until a later RTP/SCS or deferred mitigation to other

agencies. Noting the obvious uselessness of this approach, Petitioners

proposed a host of other feasible measures for SANDAG to consider. The

agency, however, refused to include any of them in the EIR. Instead, it

promised to look into a few of these measures in the future. The trial court

held that SANDAG's decision "to kick the can down the road" flatly violates

CEQA. JA 75:1057; see $ 21002 (lead agency must adopt any feasible

mitigation measure that can substantially lessen the project's significant

impacts); San Joaquin Raptor Rescue Ctr. v. County of Merced (2007) 149

Cal.App. 4 th 64 5, 669 -7 1 (county improperly deferred mitigation by relying on

land management plan to be designed later)

SANDAG offers no viable excuses for neglecting its mitigation

obligations under CEQA. First, SANDAG claims that the EIR's

4



"programmatic" nature atthorizes deferral of mitigation. AOB:3, 51-52. The

agency is wrong. CEQA expressly requires public agencies to adopt all

feasible measures that would substantially lessen a project's significant

effects. $ 21002. Program EIRs are not exempt from this requirement.

Indeed, 'þrogram-wide mitigation" plays an especially important role "at an

early time, when the agency has greater flexibility to deal with basic problems

or cumulative impacts." Guidelines $ 15l6S(bX4).3

Second, SANDAG claims to lack legal "authority" to mitigate its

Project's impacts because other agencies will ultimately approve many

individual roadway projects. AoB:45. The argument is specious. Although

SANDAG asserts that it must defer to local agencies, SB 375 calls for a

regional approach, whereby SANDAG and its sister transportation agencies

will coordinate transportation and land use planning throughout the state to

combat global warming. Administrative Record ("4R") 8a'2071.

In fact, SANDAG exerts powerful control over regional development

through its transportation decisions. As the trial court noted, SANDAG's

attempt to pass its mitigation responsibilities on to other agencies "perverts the

regional planning function of SANDAG, [and] ignores the purse string control

SANDAG has." JA75:1057. As the primary planning and funding authority

for San Diego's vast transportation network, SANDAG has both the power

3 The CEQA Guidelines, Cal. Code Regs., tit.14 g 15000 et seq., are
referred to herein as "Guidelines."
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and the duty to adopt appropriate programs to reduce greenhouse gases.

SANDAG implicitly conceded as much when it promised to study some of

Petitioners' proposed mitigation for the next RTP. AR 6:223; AOr^43-44

(SANDAG iommitment to study policies for transit-oriented development and

parking management). SANDAG's attempt to portray itself as a powerless

agency that merely administers 'þass-through" funding collapses under

scrutiny

Third, SANDAG claims that its mitigation options are legally

constrained by TransNet, the local sales tax measure that funds most of the

region's transportation projects. AOB:46-48. Again, SANDAG is wrong.

The TransNet ordinance expressly provides that the SANDAG Board may

amendthe measure upon atwo-thirds vote. TransNet alsorequires SANDAG

to reevaluate its plan for spending the funds with every new RTP. Thus,

SANDAG's refusal to re-prioritize projects in the RTP - for example, to

advance important transit projects - stemmed not from a legal barrier, but

from simple bureaucratic intransigence.

Rather than accept its duty under CEQA to mitigate the Project's

climate impacts, SANDAG mocks Petitioners as seeking "utopian planning"

and "social engineering." AOB:2; see also id. at 1 (asserting Petitioners

engage in "wishful thinking"). But SANDAG, not Petitioners, is the party

ignoring reality. The stakes for this region are high: as the trial court found,

climate damage will directly affect local populations. JA 75:1057 (court
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noting that "hundreds of thousands of people in the communities served by

SANDAG live in low-lying areas near the coast, and are thus susceptible to

rising sea levels associated with global climate change"). Yet SANDAG's

counsel declared at trial that there is no need for immediate action to combat

climate change. See Reporter's Transcript of Hearing, November 30,2012

("Hearing Transcript"),p.62 (SANDAG counsel stating that "It's still2}l2.

We've got some time to work [] out [how to reduce greenhouse gas

emissions.]").

State law and policy-predicated on scientific fact-dictate otherwise.

As first articulated in Executive Order 5-3-05 and incorporated into the

California Air Resources Board's "Scoping Plan" for achieving the state's

climate goals, state policy declares that immediate and lasting reductions in

greenhouse gases are essential to stabilize the climate and avert the worst

effects of climate change. See, e.g., AR 320:27848. Even SANDAG's own

Climate Action Strategy recognizes this scientif,rc fact. AR 216:17627.

SANDAG's assertions to the contrary in this litigation are breathtakingly out

of step with both science and policy.

Finally, SANDAG contends that regional transportation agencies play

only a "small" role in securing the reductions in greenhouse gas emissions

necessary statewide. AOB:1. Yet, as the Court of Appeal found, such a

"relative comparison is meaningless." Friends of Orovílle v. City of Oroville

(20 13) 2 1 8 Cal.Ap p.4th 13 52, I 3 5 9 (holding comp arison between proj ect and
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statewide emissions is "worse than apples to oranges"). Both SANDAG's

own Climate Action Strategy (AR 216:17629-72) and CEQA dictate that the

agency must do its share by reducing, if feasible, the RTP/SCS's emissions

consistent with the state's long-term reduction targets. See Oroville, 218

Cal.App.4th at 1359-60. If agencies like SANDAG refuse to curb the

greenhouse gas emissions of their plans, the state cannot possibly reach its

overall reduction targets

In sum, SANDAG erred in refusing to recognize andmitigate the true

climate impacts of its 4O-year Plan. CEQA performs a vital service by forcing

the agency to grapple with the consequences of its choice to increase

greenhouse gases over the long run, in the face of clear science and state

policy demanding lasting reductions to stabilize our existing climate.

SANDAG abused its discretion by certiffing an EIRthat both misinformed the

public and decision-makers about the severity of the Project's effects and

failed to analyze effective mitigation. The judgment below was correct and

should be aff,rrmed.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

Statement of Facts.

A. Environmental Setting for the Project.

The San Diego region encompasses more than 4,200 square miles of

coastal plain, foothills, mountains, and desert. AR 8a',2141. This landscape is

home to more than three million people, largely concentrated in the region's

I.
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more urbanized western part. AR 7:1031; 190a:13094. The County's

unincorporated areas remainpredominantly rural, and agriculture is aprimary

land use. AR 8a:2175. The County's 6,687 farms comprise the fifth largest

component of the region's economy. 1d. These farms tend to be small and

family-owned; more than two-thirds of them are less than ten acres in size.

AR 305:20422

The region suffers from very poor air quality. The American Lung

Association ranks San Diego County as having the 7th worst ozone pollution

and 15th worst particulate pollution of the nation's 277 metropolitan areas.

1rR320:27707,28010-12; see also AR 8a:2214 (air basin has not attained

state standards for ozone and particulate pollution). As the Attorney General

informed SANDAG, and as the agency admits, the "region has some of the

most serious local air quality problems in the state and the nation-in

substantial part caused by vehicle emissions." AR 8b :44 1 8. This air pollution

causes myriad health problems. Extensive scientif,rc evidence shows that

people residing or attending school near heavily traveled roadways suffer

increased respiratory symptoms, increased risk of heart and lung disease, and

elevated mortality rates. AR 8a:2218.

The San Diego region also emits millions of tons of greenhouse gases

every year-asubstantial contribution to global climate change. AR 8a:2553-

56. Vehicles are by far the largest source of regional greenhouse gases

emissions. AR 8a:2556. These emissions are high not only because of the
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region's pattern of auto-dependent, sprawling development, but also because

SANDAG has relied almost exclusively on road expansion to meet

transportation demand. AR 8a:2079 (describing history of dispersed

development and roads); 8b:3939-40 (lack oftransit use due to dispersed land

use); 296:19750, 19671, 19687 . While 91 percent of residents commute to

work in private vehicles on the region's road network, only 6.5 percent take

public transit, and less than 4 percent bike or walk. AR 8a:2981. As a result,

on average a local resident travels on transit less than half a mile annually.

AR 8a:2984. In contrast, each resident travels an average of 24.2 miles per

day, or 8,833 miles per year, in private vehicles. AR 8a:2982.

B. Regulatory Setting for the Project.

SANDAG is a regional Council of Governments, with representatives

from the County of San Diego and the 18 cities in the region. AR 8a:2071. It

serves as the Regional Transportation Commission and federally designated

Metropolitan Planning Organizationforthe region. 1d. SANDAG is charged

by law with developing the region's long-range RTP, which it must update

every four years. AR 8a:2993. The RTP contains all of SANDAG's proposed

highway and transit enhancements for the coming years. Id. SANDAG

prioritizes and allocates funds for these transportation projects in the RTP, and

it also administers TransNet, the local sales tax measure that funds a large

number of the projects. AR 8a:2991-95
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In 200 5, Governor S chwarzene gger e stabl i shed C ali fornia' s I ong-term

climate change policy in Executive Order 5-3-05. This order, which remains

fully effective, set target dates for progressively reducing statewide

greenhouse gas emissions: (l) by 2010, reduce emissions to 2000 levels; (2)

by 2020, reduce emissions to 1990 levels; and (3) by 2050, reduce emissions

to 80 percent below 1990 levels. AR 8a:2561.

In 2006, the state enacted "AB 32," the Global Warming Solutions Act,

which requires the state to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions to 1990 levels

by 2020. AR 8a:2561. As required by AB 32, the Air Resources Board

adopted its "Climate Change Scoping Plan" in 2008. Id. The Scoping Plan

includes a variety of recommended measures to reduce greenhouse gas

emissions, and it functions as a roadmap for the Air Resources Board's plans

to achieve AB 32's reduction mandates. Id. The Scoping Plan also

emphasizes that the task of reducing emissions does not end in2020. See, e.g.,

4R320:27 848, 27858 ,27959. Rather, it expressly incorporates the Executive

Order's 2050 greenhouse gas emissions reduction goal, which "represents the

level scientists believe is necessary to reach levels that will stabilize the

climate." AR320:27864. The Scoping Plan measures are intended to meet

the 2020 reduction farget" but also to:

put the state on apathto meet the long-term 2050 goal of
reducing California's greenhouse gas emissions to 80 percent
below 1990 levels. This trajectory is consistent with the
reductions that are needed globally to help stabilize the
climate.

ll



AR 320:27 87 5

To further its goal of reducing greenhouse gas emissions, the state

enacted SB 375 in 2008. This law requires each metropolitan planning

organization to adopt an SCS as part of its RTP. AR 8a:2563. An SCS

coordinates regional transportation, housing, and land use plans to reduce

greenhouse gas emissions associated with passenger vehicle trips. AR

8a:2071. SB 375 recognizes thatpassengervehicles account for 30 percent of

the state's emissions and that the state cannot meet AB 32's reduction targets

unless improved transportation features and changed land use patterns

significantly reduce those emissions. Stats. 2008, ch.728 $ 1(a), (c) (S.B.

375); AR 333:29380. Accordingly, an SCS must:

set forth a forecasted development pattern for the region,
which, when integrated with the transportation network, and
other transportation measures and policies, will reduce the
greenhouse gas emissions from automobiles and light trucks
to achieve, if there is a feasible way to do so, the greenhouse
gas emission reduction targets approved by the state.

Gov. Code $ 65080(b)(2)(B)(vii). The state-established targets for the San

Diego region require a7 percent reduction in per capita passenger vehicle

greenhouse gas emissions by 2020, and a 13 percent reduction by 2035, as

compared to 2005 emissions. AR 8a:2080.

Compliance with SB 375's 2020 and 2035 reduction targets is only a

first step. To achieve the state's 2050 greenhouse gas reduction goals,

SANDAG must continue to reduce vehicle miles traveled and concurrent
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emissions beyond 2035, as SANDAG's own Climate Action Strategy

recognizes. AR 216 17628 (charting reductions needed to meet 2020 and

2050 goals); see Supplemental Administrative Record ("SAR") 34430143

(Air Resources Board criticizing SANDAG RTP's failure to achieve

continuing emission reductions past 2035)

C. SANDAG's Plan: the 2050 RTP/SCS.

SANDAG was the f,rrst California metropolitan planning organization

to approve an SCS. AR 8a:2075. Its RTP/SCS is the blueprint for the

transportation system-including highways, local streets, transit, bicycling,

walking, airports, and systems for managing travel demand-that will serve

the San Diego region over the next four decades. AR 8a:2071

As SANDAG's EIR explained, the Plan's "goal is to create

communities that are more sustainable, walkable, transit-oriented, and

compact-thereby providing transportation options and lowering GHG

emissions." AR 8a:2077. In particular, the Plan "envisions an ambitious and

far-reaching transit network that significantly expands the role that transit

plays in meeting the region's needs for mobility and reducing GHG

emissions." AR 8a:207 8.

Unfortunately, SANDAG's adopted Plan does not achieve these goals.

The Plan contemplates that a majority of future housing will be constructed in

anurbanized area designated the "Urban Area Transit Strategy Study Atea."

AR 8b:4438; l90b:14217 (map of study area). According to SANDAG,
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regional investments in transit would have maximum effect in this area. AR

l90b:I42I4. SANDAG's Plan, however, fails to make this investment;

instead, it prioritizes numerous expansions of freeways and arterial highways

within the Transit Strategy Study Area. These projects include expansions of

the I-5,I-8,I-15,I-805, SR-52, SR-56, SR-94 and SR-125. See AR 8a:2116-

2l (map and list of early projects); 190b:14217 (map of Transit Strategy area);

see also AR 190b:14214. The Plan also calls for widening highways in the

region's suburban and rural communities, thus facilitating travel to the

County's "back country" and other rural areas. AR 8a:2118; l90b:14217

(maps showing planned road widening projects in rural locations outside of

Transit Strategy area).

Critically, although the Plan would fund some transit projects, the Plan

postpones their construction for decades. AR 190a:13247 (75% of transit

expenditures after 2030),13267-69 (majority oftransitprojects built inPlan's

later decades). Moreover, many of SANDAG's "transit" projects require

widening highways to include "managed lanes." AR 8a:2109 (early transit

projects rely heavily on rapid bus routes),2115 (bus routes rely on freeways

and managed lanes), 2ll2 ("The 2050 RTP/SCS includes an extensive

network of Managed Lanes . . . "). While buses and carpools can use these

lanes, single-occupant vehicles can also use most of them for a price. AR

8a'21 I 2. Independent reviewers concluded that, far from promoting regional

transit, the Plan's dramatic increase in freeway capacity "will perpefuate auto-
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oriented development and reduce transit's competitiveness." AR 320:28481;

see also AR 8b:3940-41 (expert commenter qiticizing Plan's reliance on bus

rapid transit as a "transit" measure).

SANDAG anticipates meeting SB 375's greenhouse gas reduction

goals for 2020 and2035 (AR 8a:2104), but its Plan deserves little credit for

that outcome. Rather, the reductions necessary to meet those targets result

largely from the current economic downturn and state-mandated vehicle

eflrciency and fuel standards. AR 8a:2571; l90a:13156. Moreover, these

early greenhouse gas reductions are not sustainable. SANDAG admits that,

as it implements its RTP/SCS, the region's emissions will íncrease aftq 2020

and exceed current levels by 2050. AR 8a:2104,2577.

SANDAG also concludes that, despite its alleged emphasis on public

transit, vehicle miles traveled will balloon by more than 50 percent over the

Plan's life. AR 8b:4436. And this increase is not solely due to population

growth; underthe Plan, individuals in 2050 also will drive more miles daily on

aper capíta basis than they do now. AR 8b:4435 (Tables 2,3).

D. Public Comment on SANDAG's Plan and EIR.

Petitioners and others submitted comments heavily criticizing

SANDAG's Plan and, in particular, its postponement oftransit measures. 
^See,

€.9., AR 224:17972-75; 227:18053-55; 229:l8lI9-204; 230:18205-08;

239:19037-48; 296:19667-19768. Petitioners warned that the Project

incorrectly assumed that its planned highway expansion would not affect
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patterns of land use development and employed incorrect assumptions in

predicting transit ridership. AR 292:19657; 296:19678-79. Petitioner

Cleveland National Forest Foundation developed a comprehensive altemative

that accelerated transit investment by "front-loading" transit projects within

the first 1 0 years of the Plan. AR 296: I97 48-68. This altemative-termed the

"50-10 pl¿¡¡"-1¡¡ould ensure transit's viability throughout the Plan's life and

cause far greater reductions in greenhouse gas emissions than the adopted

PIan. Id

Petitioners and others also criticizedthe EIR's failure to comply with

CEQA. For example, the Draft EIR not only improperly analyzed the

Project's impacts on climate change (AR 296:19683-91 ;306:24881-82), but

also omitted an alternative that would reduce greenhouse gas emissions over

the Plan's life. AR 296:19688-91;306:24882-85; see also AR 308:25002-08

(Governor's Off,rce of Planning and Research requesting that SANDAG

prioritize transit projects over highway expansion and analyze a true

environmentally superior alternative). Nor did the Draft EIR identiff

enforceable mitigation for many of the Project's signif,rcant environmental

impacts, including climate impacts and public health impacts from air

pollution. AR 296: I 968 I -83, I 9687-88; 306 :2488 1 -82; 3Il :25634-40.

Petitioners and others also commented extensively on the Final EIR

(AR 3:8; 320:27695-27745), which failed to correct the Draft EIR's most

serious inadequacies, including its faulty climate andair quality analyses. AR
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320:27704-19. Petitioners also criticizedfheElR's gross underestimate ofthe

Project's impacts on agricultural land. AR 320:27724-25.

E. Approval of the Project.

On October 28,20t1, SANDAG held a public hearing on the proposed

Project and Final EIR. AR 324:29240-29338. Despite extensive testimony in

opposition (e.g., AR 324:29263-79,29241), the SANDAG Board ofDirectors

adopted resolutions certiffing the Final EIR and approving the Project. AR

6:223-24. On the same day, SANDAG f,rled aNotice ofDetermination forthe

Project under CEQA. AR 1:l-3.

II. Procedural History of Litigation.

Petitioners Cleveland National Forest Foundation and Center for

Biological Diversity filed a Petition for Writ of Mandate and Complaint for

Injunctive Relief on November 28,2011, challenging SANDAG's approval of

the Plan and certification ofthe EIR. JA 2:14-42. On January 23,2012, they

filed an amended petition and complaint adding Siena Club as a Petitioner.

JA 25:151-89. CREED-2I and the Affordable Housing Coalition of San

Diego County timely filed a separate action challenging the Plan and EIR. JA

1: l-13.

On January 25,2012, the trial court granted the California Attorney

General's motion to intervene on behalf of People of the State of California.

JA29:198-99. On April 9,2012,the cases were consolidated for all pu{poses.

JA38:264-74.
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The trial court held a hearing on the merits of the case on November 30,

2012. SeeHeaÅng Transcript. On December 3,2012,the court ruled in favor

ofPetitioners, holding that SANDAG failed to adequately analyze or mitigate

the Project's significant climate impacts. JA75:1046-59. In particular, it

found the EIR legally defective for failing "to cogently address the

inconsistency between the dramatic increase in overall GHG emissions after

2020 contemplated by the RTP/SCS and the statewide policy ofreducing same

during the same three decades (2020-2050)." JA 75:1057. Because the EIR

"simply ignore[d]" this inconsistency, the EIR "fail[ed] . . . to provide the

SANDAG decision makers (and thus the public) with adequate information"

about the Project's impacts. Id

The court also ruled that SANDAG failed to use the many tools at its

disposal to adopt adequate mitigation forthe Project's greenhouse gas impacts.

Instead, SANDAG improperly "defer[ed] to 'local jurisdictions"'by vaguely

suggesting that other agencies could adopt some type of mitigation in the

f:utwe. Id. Finding that it could "resolve the case solely on the inadequate

treatment in the EIR of the greenhouse gas emission issue," the court chose

not to address any of Petitioners' other CEQA issues. JA 75:1058.

The trial court entered Judgment on December 20,2012. JA 88: Il32-

1134. SANDAG filed its Notice of Appeal on December 26,2012. JA

92:1740-44. On January 23,2013, Petitioners and the People timely filed
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notices of cross-appeals ofthe CEQA issues not addressed by the court below.

JA 95 :116l-63 ; 96:1164-68.

ARGUMENT

I. Standard of Review.

This action challenges the adequacy of the Project's EIR. As the

Supreme Court has explained, the EIR is "the heart of CEQA," an

"environmental 'alarm bell' whose purpose it is to alert the public and its

responsible off,rcials to environmental changes before they have reached

ecological points of no return." Laurel Heíghts I, 47 Cal.3d at392 (citations

omitted). The EIR is the "primary means" of ensuring that public agencies

"take aIl action necessary to protect, rehabilitate, and enhance the

environmental quality of the state." Id. (qtoting $ 21001(a)).

The EIR's central pu{pose is to identiff the signif,rcant environmental

effects of proposed projects and evaluate ways of avoiding or minimizing

those effects. $$ 21002.1(a),21061. CEQA also requires the lead agency to

adopt feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that can substantially lessen

the project's significant environmental impacts. $ 21002; Guidelines $

I s002(a)(3).

This Court reviews SANDAG's compliance with CEQA de novo.

County of Amador v. El Dorado County Water Agency (1999) 7 6 Cal.App.4th

931, 946 ("[t]he appellate court's 'task . . . is the same as that of the trial

court"') (citation omitted). Thus, this Court must determine whether
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SANDAG prejudicially abused its discretion either by: (l) failing to proceed

in the manner required by law; or (2) reaching a decision unsupported by

substantial evidence. $ 21168.5; Vineyard Area Citizens þr Responsible

Growth v. City of Rancho Cordova (2007) 40 CaL th 412, 426-27

As the Supreme Court has explained, "a reviewing court must adjust its

scrutiny to the nature of the alleged defect, depending on whether the claim is

predominantly one of improper procedure or a dispute over the facts."

Vineyard, 40 Cal.4th at 435. The court must "determine de novo whether the

agency has employed the correct procedures, 'scrupulously enforc[ing] all

legislatively mandated CEQA requirements. "' 1d. (quotin g C itiz ens of Goleta

Valley v. Bd. of Supervísors (1990) 52 Cal.3d 553,564). Because CEQA's

information disclosure requirements are procedural, courts must determine as

a legal matter whether an EIR omits relevant information and precludes

informed decision-making. Tíneyard, 40 Cal.4th at 435; see also Kings

County Farm Bureau v. City of Hanþrd (1990) 221 CaLApp3d 692,712;

Cítìzens to Preserve the Ojai v. CounQ of Ventura (1985) 176 Cal.App.3d

421, 428 (" Oj ai"). "[T]he ultimate decision of whether to approve a proj ect

. is a nullity if based upon an EIR that does not provide the decision-makers,

and the public, with the information about the project" required by CEQA.

Santiago County Water Dist. v. County ofOrange (1981) 118 Cal.App.3d 818,

829
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By contrast, courts apply the more deferential "substantial evidence"

standard to an agency's "substantive factual conclusions." Tineyard, 40

Cal.4that435. However, "the existence ofsubstantial evidence supportingthe

agency's ultimate decision on a disputed issue is not relevant when one is

assessing a violation of the information disclosure provisions of CEQA."

Assn. of lrrítated Residents v. County of Madera (2003) 107 Cal.App.4th

1383,1392

Accordingly, this Court must determine de novo "whether the EIR is

sufficient as an informational document." Kings County,22l Cal.App.3d at

7l l. Here, as the trial court found, SANDAG's EIR "failfed] to carry out its

role as an informational documentto informthepublic aboutthe choices made

by its leaders." IA75:1056. In particular, because the EIR failed to evaluate

the Project's increased greenhouse gas emissions through 2050 in light of the

steep mid-century reductions demanded by both science and state policy, the

document omitted information necessary to understand the Project's actual

environmental signif,rcance. Despite SANDAG's argument to the contrary

(AOB:11), the substantial evidence test does not apply to this challenge.

Petitioners do not dispute SANDAG's factual determinations regarding

greenhouse gas emissions (see íd.); instead, they assert that the EIR failed as ø

matter of law to provide information critical to understanding the significance

of those emissions. See Ojai, 176 Cal.App.3dat428.
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The EIR's omissions pertaining to mitigation also require de novo

review. "An EIR that incorrectly disclaims the power and duty to mitigate

identified environmental effects based on enoneous legal assumptions is not

suff,rcient as an informative document." City of Marina v. Bd. of Trustees of

the Califurnia State University (2006) 39 Cal.4th 34I,356; see also Kings

County,22l Cal.App.3d at 728 (applying de novo standard and concluding

that failure to evaluate whether a mitigation agreement was feasible was "fatal

to a meaningful evaluation by the city council and the public")

While SANDAG cites two cases on this issue (AOB:l 1), neither holds

otherwise. Indeed, both cases affirm the settled principle that procedural

violations are reviewed de novo, while substantial evidence review is reserved

for factual determinations. Oakland Heritage Alliance v. Cíty of Oakland

(2011) 195 Cal.App.4th 884, 898-900; City of Long Beach v. Los Angeles

Unified School Dist. (2009) 176 Cal.App.4th 889, 899.

Accordingly, on SANDAG's appeal the substantial evidence test

applies only to Petitioners' challenge to SANDAG's factual f,rndings that

mitigation measures were infeasible. See, e.g., Uphold Our Herítage v. Town

of I(oodside (2007) I47 Cal.App.4th 587, 598-99. "Substantial evidence" is

"evidence ofponderable legal significance, reasonable in nature, credible, and

of solid value, evidence that a reasonable mind might accept as adequate to

support a conclusion." American Canyon Community Unitedfor Responsible

Growth v. Cíty of American Canyon (2006) 145 Cal.App.4th 1062, 1070.
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Here, no credible evidence, let alone substantial evidence, supported

SANDAG's refusal to adopt feasible mitigation that could reduce or avoid the

Plan' s signif,rcant environmental impacts.

Finally, the EIR's omissions here were prejudicial. By preparing an

EIR that precluded informed decision-making and meaningful public

participation, SANDAG prejudicially abused its discretion. Oja| 176

Cal.App.3 d at 428; see also 2 Kostka & Zischke, Practice Under the Cal.

Environmental Quality Act (Cont.Ed.Bar 2013 Update) ç 23.37, p. ll77

(violation of CEQA that results in failure to disclose important environmental

information is presumed "prejudicial"); Neíghbors for Smart Rail y

Exposition Metro Line Constructíon Auth. (2013) 57 Cal.4th 439, 463 (an

EIR's omission of "substantial relevant information about the project's likely

adverse impacts" is prejudicial).

il. The EIR Failed to Inform the Public of the Long-Term,
Adverse Climate Impacts of SANDAG's Plan.

SANDAG adopted a Plan that allows regional greenhouse gas

emissions to rise steadily after 2020 and to exceed current levels by 2050.

CEQA required the agency to prepare an EIR that evaluated the significance

ofthese emission increases in light of one central, undisputed fact: stabilizing

the climate will require sharp and permanentreductions inemissions between

now and 2050. The EIR failed to provide that analysis. Instead, it offered an

incomplete discussion that provided no meaningful assessment of the Plan's
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serious, long-term impacts. This flawed discussion violated CEQA, and the

trial court correctly ruled that this effor was prejudicial.

SANDAG summons an array of excuses for its analytic failure

(AOB: 12-23), but none has merit. The EIR entirely failed to examine a

critical impact-perhaps the most critical impact-of the Plan's policy

choices.

The EIR Violated CEQA By Failing to Evaluate the
Significance of the Plan's Long-Term Emissions in Light
of the Emissions Reductions Needed to Stabilize the
Climate.

The science is conclusive. To have any chance of averting the worst

effects of climate change, atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases

must quickly stabilize. AR 276:17622-23;AR 320:27791. To do soe sources

cannot continue emitting climate pollutants at current levels. 1d. Rather, if

current emissions levels continue, atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse

gases will still rise because many climate pollutants, including carbon dioxide

("COz"), accumulate in the atmosphere and exert their warming influence for

decades or even centuries. See, e.g., AR 216:I7623;320:27805-06,27995,

27997. Thus, the cumulative nature of greenhouse gas emissions makes it

necessary to greatly reduce emissions below current levels in orderto stabilize

atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases and preserve a climate

something like the one we have today.

A.
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Scientists have concluded that "an 80 percent reduction of greenhouse

gases from 1990levels by 2050" is necessaryto stabilizethe climate and avoid

the most catastrophic impacts of climate change. AR320:27848; see a/so AR

320:28007-08. California's Executive Order 5-3-05 adopted this long-term

trajectory of emissions reductions as the foundation of state climate policy.

AR320:27848,27977 , 28007 -08.

The facts in the present case are also undisputed. SANDAG projects

that under its Plan, regional greenhouse gas emissions will decline somewhat

through 2020. AR 8a:2572; 8b:3820-21, 443 5 ; I 90a: I 3 09 I . Then, however,

emissions caused by the Plan will start to rise again, and by 2050 they will

actually exceed existing 2010 emissions.a AR 8a:2577;8b:3820-21, 4435.

The EIR acknowledged that by 2050, regional land-use and transportation-

related greenhouse gas emissions will be about l5 percent higher than current

emissions. AR 8a:2578 (33.64 million tons in 2050 versus 28.84 million tons

in 2010). However, the document then declared this impact significant and

unavoidable, and dropped the subject without analysis. See AR 8a:2578,

8b:3769. Crucially, the EIR never evaluated the signif,rcance of the Plan's

o Th" EIR uses avariety of metrics to analyze greenhouse gas emissions.
The emissions trajectory is similar for all metrics. For example, the
document states that per capita greenhouse gas emissions from vehicles will
decrease slightly between 2010 and2020, but will then begin rising,
eventually exceeding 2010 emissions. AR 8b:3820-21. Similarly, overall
greenhouse gas emissions from transportation and land use changes will
decrease slightly through 2020, but then rise above current levels by 2050.
AR 8a:2572,2577 .
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rising emissions against the trajectory of long-term emissions reductions

needed for climate stabilization and called for by the Executive Order.

The EIR's omission is indefensible. SANDAG's own Climate Action

Strategy explicitly recognized thatthe Executive Order's *2050 reduction goal

is based on the scientifically-supported level of emissíons reduction needed to

avoid signíficant disruption of the clímate and is used as the long-term driver

for state climate change policy development." AR 216:17627 (emphasis

added). Comparing the Plan's 2050 emissions increases against the Executive

Order's mandate for 2050 emissions reductions is therefore the most realistic

and scientifically justified method for evaluating the signif,rcance ofthe Plan's

long-term climate impacts. Indeed, because SANDAG's Plan extends through

2050 (AR 8a:2071), such an evaluation was essential to understanding the

Plan's true long-term impacts.

Instead ofproviding this analysis, SANDAG's EIR analyzedthe Plan's

emission trajectory only against nearer-term climate goals and existing

emissions. This truncated analysis failedto considerthe Plan's true, long-term

impacts and left the misleading impression that the Plan is actually consistent

with all relevant state climate objectives, when it is not.

A graph submitted to SANDAG (AR 185:12684) starkly contrasts land

use and transportation emissions allowed by the Plan-rising between2035

and 2050-and the steeply declining trajectory identified by the Executive

Order as necessary for climate stabilization. As the graph demonstrates, the
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fundamental problem with the Plan's emissions trajectory is not obvious when

comparing it to the Scoping Plan's emissions trajectory for 2020, as the EIR

did here. Rather, the Plan's true impacts become obvious only when

comparing the Plan's emissions trajectory in 2050 to the reductions called for

in the Executive Order and Scoping Plan
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SANDAG dismisses the EIR's failure as merely a question oftone or a

quibble about whether the document is "subjectively alarming enough"

(AOB:20), but this response is just misdirection. The legally relevant question

is whether the EIR provided sufficient information about the signif,rcance of

the Plan's impacts to permit informed decision-making and intelligent public

comment. As the California Supreme Court emphasized, an EIR "must

present information in such a manner that the foreseeable impacts ofpursuing

the project can actually be understood and weighed." Víneyard,40 Cal. that
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449-50. That information is crucial to holding SANDAG accountable for its

choice to pursue a long-range Plan that is fundamentally inconsistent with

climate stabilization. See Laurel Heíghts I, 47 Cal.3d at 392 ("If CEQA is

scrupulously followed, the public will know the basis on which its responsible

officials either approve or reject environmentally signif,rcant action, and the

public, being duly informed, can respond accordingly . . . .").

Here, SANDAG's Plan allows emissions to increase over the time

period during which science and policy require steep emissions reductions. Its

EIR, however, failed to accurately portray how significant that increase will be

or evaluate how it will impede the state's ability to meet its long-term climate

goals. Although the EIR disclosed that the Plan's emissions increase over

current conditions would be significant, it never evaluated the actual

significance or extent of that impact in relation to the long-term emissions

targets necessary for climate stabilization. California appellate courts have

repeatedly condemned similar attempts to shortcut the environmental review

process by declaring impacts significant without providing adequate,

accompanying analysis. Berkeley Keep Jets Over the Bay Com. v. Bd. of Port

Cmrs. (2001) 91 Cal.App.4th 1344,1370-71 ("Berkeley Jets") (holding EIR

inadequate where agency declared health effects significant and unavoidable

without conducting health risk assessment to determine extent of harm);

Galante Víneyards v. Monterey Península Water Management Dßt.(1997)60

Cal.App.4th 1109, 1123 (holding EIR inadequate for concluding impacts of
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fugitive dust on vineyards were signif,rcant without disclosing how significant

those impacts would be); Santiago County, 118 Cal.App.3d at 831 (holding

inadequate EIR's bare conclusion that supplying water to project would

signif,rcantly affect supplies to other customers; "'What is needed is some

information about how adverse the adverse impact will be.")

The EIR's omission was prejudicial because it left the public and

decision-makers without the necessary context to understand the Plan's long-

term, upwards emissions curye. By ignoring the Plan's inconsistency withthe

continuous downward emissions curve necessary through 2050 to stabilize the

climate, the EIR deprived decision-makers and the public of information

necessary to understand the Plan's true long term climate impacts. Such an

incomplete analysis of the Plan's impacts "precludefd] informed decision-

making and informed public participation, thereby thwarting the statutory

goals of the EIR process." Kings County, 221 Cal.App.3d at 712, 734-35

(prejudicial error where absence of relevant data precluded public from

accurately comparing and understanding the significance of impacts).

In addition, the EIR's truncated analysis curtailed consideration of

mitigation and alternatives that could have reduced or offset the Plan's

signihcant climate-related impacts. Although the EIR found that greenhouse

gas impacts were significant, and therefore considered some mitigation (see

AOB:19), that mitigation is entirely inadequate to address even the vastly

understated impacts presented in the EIR. See ínfraPartIII.B. Ifthe EIRhad
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properly analyzed the true severity of the Plan's impacts, the public and

decision-makers may well have demandedmore mitigation, and the Plan could

have been more accurately compared to alternatir"t.t C7, Save Cuyama Valley

v. County of Santa Barbara (2013) 213 Cal.App.4th 1059, 1073-74 (no

prejudice where EIR contained all relevant data, improperly concluded that an

impact was not significant, but fully mitigated the impact anyway). The EIR's

effors are not the type of "insubstantial, technical error" that courts have found

to be harmless. Neþhbors for Smart Roil, 57 Cal.4th at 464. Rather, they cut

to the heart of the EIR's role as an informative document.

SANDAG's Excuses Do Not Justify Its Failure to Evaluate
Climate Impacts in Light of the Emissions Reduction
Trajectory Established by the Executive Order.

SANDAG's Final EIR stated that the agency did not compare the

Plan's emissions to the trajectory for climate stabilization in the Executive

Order largely because executive orders do not bind regional and local

agencies. See AR 8b:3767,3769-70. On appeal, that insufficient excuse has

now been relegated to a footnote (AOB:21 fn.2), and SANDAG's other

explanations equally lack merit.

t Notably, SANDAG improperly deferred many climate mitigation
measures until future RTP/SCSs. See ínfraPart IILB. If the EIR had
accurately portrayed the Plan's true impacts, there would be even more
reason, and even more pressure, for SANDAG to approve additional
mitigation in conjunction with r/7,s RTP/SCS.

B.
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The EIR Used Thresholds of Significance that
Masked the Significance of the Plan's Long-Term
Climate Impacts.

SANDAG primarily contends that it properly followed CEQA

Guidelines section 15064.4 by selecting three "thresholds of significance" to

evaluate the Plan's impacts, and thus could not have abused its discretion.

SANDAG is incorrect.

To begin with, SANDAG claims Petitioners have never contested the

EIR's compliance with Guidelines section 15064.4. AOB:17. The record

shows otherwise. See, e.g., JA 47:408 (arguing SANDAG cannot use a

threshold of signif,rcance under Guidelines $ 15064.4 to foreclose evidence of

an impact's significance), 410 (arguing SANDAG did not predicate its

significance determination on "scientific and factual data" as required by

Guidelines $ 15064.a(a)); JA 65:822 (same). The Attorney General also

disputed SANDAG's compliance with this guideline. See, e.g.,JA64:792-93;

Hearing Transcript, p. 33 :6-12, 36:5-9.

SANDAG then touts its use of three thresholds of signif,rcance in the

EIR. However, use of these thresholds misleadingly discounted the

significance of the Plan's long-term impacts. An agency may not use

compliance with a threshold as a shield to foreclose consideration of

substantial evidence of an impact's signif,rcance. Protect the Historíc Amador

Waterways v. Amador Water Agency (2004) 1 l6 Cal.App.4thl099,ll09 ; see

also Mejiav. City of Los Angeles (2005) 130 Cal.App.4th322,342

1
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The EIR's Comparison to Existing
Conditions Failed to Fully Disclose the
Project's Long-Term Climate Impacts.

The EIR compared greenhouse gas emissions under the Plan in2020,

2035, and 2050 to existing (2010) emissions. AR 8a:2567-78 (Impact "GHG-

1"). Based on this analysis, the EIR concluded that increases in 2035 and

2050 emissions above 2010 levels constituted a significant impact. AR

8a:257 5 ,257 8 . SANDAG claims this comparison to existing conditions, using

a"zero threshold" (e.9.,2010 emission levels), was the "most environmentally

conservative" approach available. See AOB : I 5- I 6

In other contexts, a "zeto threshold" approach based on existing

emissions levels might be conservative. Here, however, this approach masks

the magnitude of the Plan's long-term climate impacts. As the Scoping Plan

repeatedly recognizes, stabilizing the climate will require steep and lasting

emissions reductions by 2050. See, e.g., AR 320:27848, 2785I, 27864,

27875,27973,27977. SANDAG's Climate Action Strategy adopts the same

conclusion. See AR 216:17623

The Supreme Court recently emphasized that, although agencies have

some discretion in choosing how to measure the significance of a project's

impacts, they must select an approach "that will give the public and decision

makers the most accurate picture practically possible of the project's likely

impacts." Neighbors þr Smort Rail, 57 Cal.4th at 449. Often, agencies can

accurately analyze a project's impacts by simply comparing those impacts to

a.
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existing environmental conditions. Id. at 451-52. However, where a

comparison with existing conditions "would be uninformative or misleading to

decision makers and the public," an agency may use another standard that

"providfes] a more accurate picture of a proposed project's likely impacts."

Id. at 453. "The key, again, is the EIR's role as an informational document."

Id

Here, the EIR's comparison between existing and 2050 emissions

levels hid the Plan's long-term consequences. The comparison informed

readers only that the Plan would allow emissions to increase by 15 percent

over cuffent levels by 2050. ,See AR 8a:2578. The EIR's disclosure of this

seemingly modest increase, combined with the EIR's deceptive conclusion

that the Plan was consistent with other, shorter-term climate stabilization goals

(see infra), was profoundly misleading. By omitting any information about

state policy-or the underlying science----calling for dramatic reductions by

2050, the EIR created the impression that the Plan would actually take a

modest step toward helping the state achieve all of its greenhouse reduction

goals

A more accurate measurement of the Plan's emissions would have

avoided giving this false impression. To fully disclose the Plan's true impacts,

the EIR was required to compare the Project's emissions trajectory through

2050 with the emissions trajectory, contained in the Executive Order, that

scientists have identified as necessary to stabilize the climate. This analysis
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would have disclosed the undeniably crucial facts that: (l) the Plan's 2050

overall emissions would be 600 to 900 percent higher than a trajectory

consistent with long-term climate stabilization; and (2) the Plan's per capita

emissions from vehicles would be as much as 2000 percent higher than that

trajectory.,See AR 8a'257 6-7 7, 8b:443 5, 4446; 1 85 : 1 2605

In short, the EIR's comparison between existing emissions and

projected 2050 emissions, standing alone, simply did not tell the whole story

Because the EIR never disclosed that the Plan's long-term greenhouse gas

emission trajectory directly contravened the scientifically recognized and

state-adopted trajectory necessary to stabilize the climate, the EIR inaccurately

portrayed the Plan's climate impacts.

Finally, the EIR's bald conclusion that the Plan's emissions increase is

signif,rcant does not save the EIR's lack of analysis. Courts have repeatedly

held that agencies may not "travel the legally impermissible easy road to

CEQA compliance . . . [by] simply labeling the effect 'significant' without

accompanying analysis." Berkeley Jets, 91 Cal.App.4fh at 1371. See also

Galante Vineyards,60 Cal.App.4th atll23; Santiago County,l 18 Cal.App.3d

at 831
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The EIR's Comparison to SB 375's Goals
Was Misleading Because It Ignored the
Plan's Long-Term Environmental Effects.

The EIR similarly misinformed the public and decision-makers by

evaluating the Plan's consistency with the greenhouse gas reduction targets set

for SANDAG under SB 375. AR 8a:2578-81 ("Impact GHG-2"). The Plan

met SB 375's2020 target, albeit largely due to the recent recession's effects

on emissions. l90a:13156. It also met the 2035 target of a 13 percent

reduction in per capita greenhouse gas emissions by a close margin-but only

by taking credit for fuel and vehicle efficiency measures that will occur

regardless ofthe Plan. AR 8a:2571. On this basis, the EIR concluded that the

Plan's climate impact is less than signif,rcant. AR 8a:2581.

The EIR's analysis ígnoredthat, by 2035,emissions underthe Planwill

not be falling as SB 375 envisioned, but rather rísing and continuíng to rìse

As the Air Resources Board explained in reviewing SANDAG's draft Plan:

Although the staff review shows that the draft SCS would
meet ARB targets, the trend in per capita GHG emissions is
unexpected. The San Diego SCS would achieve double the
2020 target and just meet the target in2035. During the
target setting process, including in meetings of ARB's
Regional Targets Advisory Committee, there \ryas an
expectation that the benefits of an SCS would increase with
time given the nature of land use patterns and transportation
systems. ARB set regional targets with that expectation.

SAR 344:30143; see also id. at301.44,30188-89

Discussion ofthe Plan's technical compliance with SB 375's near-term

targets therefore failed to provide the public and decision-makers with the

b.
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information necessary to understand the Plan's long-term environmental

consequences. CEQA requires this information. $ 21001(d) ("the long-term

protection of the environment . . . shall be the guiding criterion in public

decisions"); $ 21083(bxl) (agencies must analyzeboth short-term and lono-

term environmental goals). The EIR's naffow focus on the fact that the Plan

met SB 375's targets cannot substitute for an analysis ofthe Plan's long-term

trajectory of rising emissions.

The EIR Did Not Accurately Compare the
Plan to Relevant Provisions of the Scoping
Plan and SANDAG's Climate Action
Strategy, and Thus Failed to Examine the
Project's Long-Term Impacts.

The EIR also pronounced the Plan consistent with the overall goals and

strategies of the Scoping Plan and SANDAG's Climate Action Strategy, and

on this basis concluded that the Plan would not cause any significant impact.

AR 8a:2581-88 ("Impact GHG-3"). However, once again, the EIR never

evaluated the Plan's rising post-2020 emissions in terms of those documents

Its conclusions thus misled readers about the Plan's true impacts

The EIR refused to analyze post-2020 emissions in light ofthe Scoping

Plan, claiming that "[t]he Scoping Plan does not have targets established

beyond 2020." AR 8a:2 5 86, 25 8 8. Yet the Scoping Plan repeatedly cautioned

that the task of reducing emissions does not end in 2020:

The 2020 goal was established to be an aggressive, but
achievable, mid-term target, and the 2050 greenhouse gas

emissions reduction goal represents the level scientists

c.
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believe is necessary to reach levels that will stabilize the
climate.

AR320:27864; see also íd. at27848,27858,27959. The Scoping Plan thus

expressly íncorporatedtheExecutive Order's 2050trajectory into its analysis

Indeed, because the year 2020 provided only a short-term target, the Scoping

Plan did not evaluate proposed greenhouse gas reduction measures solely in

terms of whether they would help achieve the 2020 reduction goal. Rather, it

also considered whether these measures would put California on track to meet

the Executive Order's 2050 trajectory. See, e.g., AP.320:27851 (assessing

"how well the recommended measures put California on the long-term

reduction trajectory needed to do our part to stabilize the global climate"),

27875 (Scoping Plan's 2020 measures 'þut the state on apath to meet the

long-term 2050 goal of reducing California's greenhouse gas emissions to 80

percent below 1 990 level s"), 27 882 (measures in plan designed "to initiate the

transformations required to achieve the 2050 target").

Case law has also recognized that the Scoping Plan incorporates the

2050 target. In Assn. of lrrítated Resídents v. CaL Air Resources Bd. (2012)

206 Cal.App.4th 1487, 1496 ("AIR"), the Court of Appeal described the

Scoping Plan's 2020 reductions as "but a step towards achieving a longer-term

climate goal." The purpose of the Scoping Plan, explained the court, is to

"permit the state to reach goals that are attainable by 2020, as a step toward

the ultimate objectíve by 2050." Id. (emphasis added).
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The EIR's dismissal of the Scoping Plan beyond 2020 was deeply

misleading. The Scoping Plan directly addressed the post-2020 future and

emphasized the need to comply with the Executive Order's emissions

trajectory to remain consistent with global climate stabilization efforts.

SANDAG's truncated consideration of the Scoping Plan failed to follow

Guidelines section 15064.4(b)(3), which requires agencies to consider how a

project complies with statewide plans

The cases that SANDAG cites in defense of its limited analysis of the

Scoping Plan do not justiff its refusal to analyze long-term impacts. See

AOB:17 (citing North Coast Rivers Allíance v. Marin Municipal Water Díst

(2013) 216 Cal.App.4th 614 and Citízens for Responsible Equítable

Environmental Developmentv. City of Chula Vísta (2011) 197 Cal.App.4th

327 ("CREED")). Neither case addressed the question presented here:

whether an EIR must evaluate how significanl greenhouse gas emissions from

a long-term transportation plan will be in light of the emissions reductions

required over that same time period to stabilize the climate.

Moreover, in both CREED and North Coast Rivers Allíance, the

challenged documents actually analyzed the projects' consistency with the

emissions reductions required to'meet the thresholds articulated by the lead

agency over the projects' relevant time frames. See CREED,l97 Cal.App.4th

at337 (project would meet AB 32-derived emissions reduction goals); North

C o as t Riv er s A I I ianc e, 21 6 Cal. App.4th at 6 5 l - 52 (analysis showed emissions
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consistent with county goal of reducing emissions l5 percent below 1990

levels by 2020). SANDAG's EIR, in contrast, entirely failed to disclose,

much less analyze, the Plan's inconsìstency with the post-2020 emission

reduction goals of the Scoping Plan.

Equally troubling, the EIR repeated the same mistake with respect to

SANDAG's own Climate Action Strategy. This document explicitly

acknowledged that by 2030, the region must "be well on its way to doing its

share for achievingthe 2050 greenhouse gas reduction level." AR216:17629.

See also, e.g., AR 216:17628 (referencing Executive Order's 2050 goals)

However, the EIR never analyzed the Project's inconsistency with the long-

term goals for reduction of greenhouse gases established by SANDAG's

Climate Action Strategy, instead focusing only on short-term consistency.

In sum, two of SANDAG's selected "thresholds"-fþe comparison to

existing conditions and the comparison to SB 375 targets-avoided disclosure

of the Project's key long-term impacts. And its use of the third threshold,

which compared the Plan to the Scoping Plan and Climate Action Strategy,

failed to disclose the Plan's fundamental inconsistency with both plans. As a

result, SANDAG did not comply with CEQA Guidelines section 15064.4,

much less meet its fundamental statutory responsibility to provide the public

and decision-makers with adequate information
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SANDAG's Role in California's Effort to Mitigate
Climate Impacts Is Neither Uncertain Nor
Negligible.

SANDAG protests that it is responsible for only a portion of the three

percent of statewide emissions reductions expected from regional

transportation planning efforts. AOB:14,23.6 SANDAG implies that, as a

result, it need not fully address the consequences of allowing emissions to

increase under its Plan.

The Court of Appeal recently rejected a similar claim in Orovílle,

which involved replacement of an existing Wal-Mart with a new

"supercenter." The lead agency's analysis found that the project's emissions

increase was a miniscule percentage of California's overall emissions. 218

Cal.App.4th at 1354, 1358. The court, however, characteized this "relative

comparison" as "meaningless" and "worse than apples to oranges." Id. at

1359. Instead, the court explained, the "relevant question" was whether the

project, whatever its size, was consistent with the emissions reductions

necessary to achieve AB 32's goals. Id. at 1359-60.

Here, SANDAG suggests thatit did not need to examine the long-term

impacts of allowing emissions to increase because it is only responsible for a

6 SANDAG also continues to mischaracterize Petitioners' arguments. See,

e.g., AOB:2 (claiming Petitioners were disappointed that the RTP was not a
"knock-out punch against global climate change"). The trial court
admonished SANDAG against similar distortions. Hearing Transcript, p.

10:14-21.
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relatively small portion of the state's emissions reductions. This "relative

comparison" is the same type of "meaningless" comparison rejected in

Oroville.

In any event, SANDAG wrongly portrays its responsibility as minimal

As the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals noted in Centerþr Biological Diversity

v. National Highway Trffic Safety Admìn.,"lwle cannot affordto ignore even

modest contributions to global warming. If global warming is the result ofthe

cumulative contributions of myriad sources, any one modest in itself, is there

not a danger of losing the forest by closing our eyes to the felling of the

individual trees?" (9th Cir. 2008) 538 F.3d ll72,l2l7 (citations omitted).

Likewise, the United States Supreme Court has recognized that reducing

transportation-related greenhouse gas emissions "is hardly a tentative step,"

even if it will not solve the climate problem "in one fell regulatory swoop."

Massachusetts v. EPA (2007) 549 U.S. 497, 524. Thus, even if local agencies

cannot alone solve the problem, each agency must do its part. Specif,rcally,

agencies such as SANDAG must ensure that all projects within their

jurisdictions are "on an emissions trajectory that, if adopted on alarger scale,

is consistent with avoiding dangerous climate change." AF.320:27778.

The Air Resources Board has also described Californiats effort to

confront climate change as a "shared challenge" involving all levels of

government, business, and individual action. See, e.g., AP.320:27859-60,

27886-87 (Scoping Plan emphasizing role of local government). The Air
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Board's Scoping Plan explicitly citedthe importance ofplans like SANDAG's

in meeting the Executive Order's 2050 objective:

2020 is by no means the end of California's journey to a clean
energy future. In fact, that is when many of the strategies laid
out in this plan will just be kicking into high gear.

Take, for example, the regional transportation-related
greenhouse gas emissions targets. In order to achieve the deep

cuts in greenhouse gas emissions we will need beyond2020 it
will be necessary to significantly change California's current
land use and transportation planning policies. Although these
changes will take time, getting started now will help put
California on course to cut statewide greenhouse gas

emissions by 80 percent in 2050 as called for by Governor
Schwarzenegger.

AR320:27858-59; see also id. at27879-80 (improved regional

transportation planning is "essential for meeting the 2050 emissions

target").

Before this litigation, SANDAG itselfrecognized the importance of its

role. The agency's own Climate Action Strategy acknowledged the need for

all levels of government, including SANDAG, "to engage in immediate and

sustained actions to reduce greenhouse gas emissions." ,{ft 216:17625. It

cited the need for the San Diego region to be "well on its way [by 2030] to

doing its share for achieving the 2050 greenhouse gas reduction level." AR

216:17629. SANDAG's current attempts to minimize its role in long-term

mitigation efforts cannot justiff the EIR's failure to inform decision-makers

and the public of the fuIl signifìcance of the Plan's effects.
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SANDAG Erroneously Claims that Analysis of the
Executive Order Was Not Legally Required.

SANDAG insists that it was not legally required to address the Plan's

inconsistency with the Executive Order's 2050 emissions trajectory. AOB:20-

21. SANDAG hrst tries to avoid the import of the Executive Order by

variously asserting that the Order is not a general or specihc plan, and that

such orders bind only state agencies. SANDAG then says that neither the

Resources Agency nor the Air Resources Board has expressly endorsed the

Executive Order as a measure of significance under CEQA. See íd.

All of SANDAG's protestations avoid the point. Disclosure and

analysis of the Plan's inconsistency with the emissions trajectory outlined in

the Executive Order were necessary to adequately convey information critical

to understanding the significance of the Plan's long-term impacts. Thus,

CEQA itself required this analysis.

Again, the Executive Order's emissions trajectory reflects the

reductions necessary to stabilize the climate by 2050. AR320:27851,27875,

27882. SANDAG's own Climate Action Strategy recognizes this key

scientific fact. It recommends analyzing long-term policy measures for their

"effectiveness in helping to achieve" California's 2050 emissions reduction

goals (AR 2 1 6 : 17 624)-exactly what Petitioners asked SANDAG to do here.

By refusing to compare the Plan's emissions increases to the emissions

3.
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reduction trajectory necessary to achieve those goals, SANDAG has buried the

full significance of the Plan's long-term emissions.

SANDAG also complains that the Executive Order was not adopted

through apublicprocess. AOB:21 (citing Guidelines $ 15064.a(b)(3)). But

the Scoping Plan, which expressly incorporated the Executive Order's goals

and emissions reduction traj ect ory , was adopted following an extensive public

process. AR 320 :27 848- 49, 27 86 I -62 ; AI R, 206 Cal.App.4 th at 1 49 I

Finally, SANDAG argues that neither the Final Statement of Reasons

for the adoption of Guidelines section 15064.4, nor an Air Resources Board

"Preliminary Draft Staff Proposal" for assessing climate impacts, expressly

endorsed the Executive Order as a measure of significance. AOB:14,21

Neither contention has merit.

The Final Statement of Reasons did not "endorse" the use of any metric

in assessing an impact's significance. Indeed, the Statement reiterated that: (1)

"there is no ironclad definition of 'significance"';(2)"leadagencies mustuse

their best efforts to investigate and disclose all that they reasonably can

regarding a project's potential adverse impacts;" and (3) analysis of

significance "must be based 'to the extent possible on scientific and factual

data."' AR 319:25846. If anything, this discussion supports using the

Executive Order's emissions trajectory where, as here, it is indispensable to

adequately informing decision-makers and the public about the Plan's

environmental cons equences.
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SANDAG's attempt to wield the Air Resources Board's Preliminary

Staff Proposal as a shield is çven more misguided. That proposal outlined

specific thresholds only for "industrial, residential, and commercial projects."

AR 320 :27 7 89, 27 7 93 . It set no threshold for long-range transportation plans

like the one that SANDAG adopted here.

At the same time, the proposal specifically identified the Executive

Order's 2050 trajectory as "consistent with the scientific consensus of the

reductions needed to stabilize atmospheric levels of GHGs at450 ppm by mid-

century." AR320:27791. The proposal then expressly cautioned that CEQA

signif,rcance thresholds "must be suff,rciently stringent to make substantial

contributions to reducing the State's GHG emissions peak, to causing that

peak to occur sooner, and to putting Caliþrnia on track to meet íts interím

(2020) and long-term (2050) emissions reductíon targets." AR 320:27792

(emphasis added). Therefore, rather than excusing SANDAG's lack of

analysis, the Preliminary Draft StaffProposal supports Petitioners' argument.

4. The EIR Cannot Substitute Raw Data on Long-
Term Plan Emissions in Place of a Meaningful
Analysis of the Plan's Climate Impacts.

Next, SANDAG insists that the EIR included suff,rcient raw data for

readers to understand the Plan's climate impacts. AOB:19. For example, the

EIR provided a data point representing total land-use and transportation-

related greenhouse gas emissions in 2050. AR 8a:2578; see AOB:19 (citing

same). It also provided a technical spreadsheet of vehicle emissions outputs
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AR 8b:3619-44; see AOB:19 (citing same). SANDAG claims Petitioners

never "seriously argue[d]" these data were insufhcient. AOB:19. But the

record below shows otherwise. JA 65:820-21.

In any event, the EIR's raw data were insufficient because they did not

provide the necessary context for understanding the significance ofthe Plan's

emissions. SANDAG suggested in the court below that readers of the EIR

could have understood the significance of the Project's impacts in relation to

the Executive Order trajectory by taking the "raw ftgures" regarding the Plan's

greenhouse gas emissions and "do[ing] the math themselves." JA 5l:479.

Members of the public, however, "are not required to . . . make their own

deductions regarding whether the project would significantly affect the

existing environment" in the first place. Sunnyvale West Neíghborhood Assn.

v. City of Sunnyvale City Councíl (2010) 190 Cal.App.4th 1351, 1390-91

(disapproved on other grounds by Neighbors for Smart Rail, 57 Cal4th at

asD; see also Vineyard, 40 Cal.4that442 ("The data in an EIR must not only

be sufhcient in quantity, it must be presented in a manner calculated to

adequately inform the public and decision makers, who may not be previously

familiar with the details of the project.").

Moreover, the EIR provided no information about the per capita

emissions reductions necessary to meet the Executive Order's trajectory. Nor

did it disclose any information about the total transportation and land use

emission reductions necessary to meet those goals. Instead, SANDAG
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mentioned these data only in a staff memo released on the very day that it

approved the Plan. AR 185:12604-05. This type of eleventh-hour release of

information cannot satisff CEQA. As Petitioners pointed out below, late

disclosure of information "at the end of the environmental review process

without analysis or the benefit of public scrutiny or participation does not

fulfill the informational function of an EIR." Sunnyvale West, 190

Cal.App.4th at 1388

The EIR thus deprived readers of any relevant point of comparison

between the Plan's 2050 emissions rate and the emissions rate required by

2050 for climate stabilization. By doing so, the EIR left readers with the

misleading impression that the Plan's most significant climate impact was

merely a marginal increase over existing emissions several decades in the

future. Thus, contrary to SANDAG's assertion, the EIIF.did "short-circuitl]"

understanding of the project "by unreasonably deflating the significance of

potential impacts." AOB:19. CEQA requires public agencies to make a good

faith effort to disclose all they reasonably can about their projects. Guidelines

$$ 15 144, 15 l5 1. Agencies cannot thwart public understanding by hiding the

ball, as SANDAG did here.

Well-Established Climate Science Required
Analysis of the Plan's Inconsistency with the
Executive Order Traj ectory.

SANDAG saved its most audacious argument for last. It asserts that

"science" did not require use of the Executive Order as a point of comparison
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for the Plan's long-term impacts. See AOB:22-23. SANDAG claims that

Petitioners "cannot identiff a single scientist who actually supports their

opinion on this subject," and that the Air Resources Board and the Resources

Agency "certainly have not." 
^See 

AOB:22-23.

Again, SANDAG is demonstrably wrong. The Air Resources Board

repeatedly cited the underlying science when it referenced and incorporated

the Executive Order's 2050 goals into the Scoping Plan. See, e.g., AR

320:27864,27977. The Board's scientists also contributed to an influential

report on California climate impacts that expressly references the Executive

Order and its 2050 goals. AR 320:28007-08. And Air Resources Board staff

bluntly warned that CEQA signif,rcance thresholds must be "sufficiently

stringent" to put projects on track toward meeting the Executive Order's 2050

goals. AR320:27792. The Board's scientists support Petitioners' claims, not

SANDAG's argument.

Having ignored the sound climate science underlying the Executive

Order, SANDAG cannot now credibly claim that science supports the EIR's

climate impacts analysis. AOB:22-23. The EIR's analysis of consistency with

the Scoping Plan stops as of 2020 (AR 8a:2586, 2588), but climate change will

not. By adopting a Plan that allows greenhouse gas emissions to rise through

mid-century, SANDAG abdicated its responsibility forreducing its non-trivial

share of the state's long-term emissions. If SANDAG wishes to ignore the

"science" while leaving the rest of California to take up its slack in the
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collective effort to confront climate change, it must disclose the effects of its

actions so that the public may hold the agency accountable. The EIR here

failed to do so

III. SANDAG Failed to Adequatety Mitigate the Significant
Impacts Caused by the Project's Greenhouse Gas Emissions.

SANDAG claims that the EIR analyzed an "exhaustive" list of

mitigation measures. AOB:25,29. In reality, the EIR included just three

measures (MM GHG-A, B, and C), and its "analysis" barely filled four pages.

AR 8a:2588-91; AOB:31-32. While SANDAG asserts that these mitigation

measures are sufficient under CEQA, the measures are vague and

unenforceable, largely defening mitigation to the future. As the trial court

correctly found, the measures merely "kick the can down the road" and fall

"well short" of CEQA's mitigation requirements. JA 75:1057.

SANDAG's approach to mitigation violates two of CEQA's core

directives. First, the agency largely ignored CEQA's procedural requirement

that it analyze effective mitigation measures in the EIR, thereby thwarting the

act's informational pu{poses. Second, SANDAG failed to heed CEQA's

"substantive mandate" that the agency adopt any feasible measures capable of

reducing the Project's significant impacts. Instead, SANDAG took the

position thatany effective mitigation-includingthe specificproposals offered

by Petitioners-would be infeasible. That position is both contrary to law and

unsupported by substantial evidence.
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A. CEQA Establishes Both Procedural and Substantive
Mitigation Requirements.

An EIR's central pu{poses are to identiff a project's significant

environmental effects and to evaluate ways of avoiding or minimizingthem.

$$ 21002.1(a), 21061. An EIR generally may not defer evaluation of

mitigation until a later date. Guidelines $ 15126.4(aXlXB). Rather, an EIR

must evaluate each mitigation proposal that is not "facially infeasible," even if

such measures would not completely eliminate an impact or render it less than

signif,rcant. Los Angeles Unified School Dist. v. City ofLos Angeles (1997) 58

Cal.App.4th I 0 I 9, I 029 -3 I (" LA Unífi e d'). Furthermore, for every mitigation

measure evaluated, the agency must demonstrate either that the mitigation

measure: (1) will be effective in reducing a significant environmental impact;

or (2) is ineffective or infeasible due to specific legal or "economic,

environmental, social andtechnological factors." OrovÌlle,2l8 Cal.App.4that

1359-61; $$ 21002,21061.1; Guidelines $$ 15021(b), 15364.

If an agency ultimately determines that mitigation proposed in the EIR

is infeasible, it may decline to adopt the measure. However, in that event

CEQA requires that the agency explain the reasons for this determination in

detailed f,rndings, which must be both legally accurate and supported by

substantial evidence. $$ 21081(a)(3), 21081.5; Guidelines $$ 15091(a)(3),

(b); Víllage Laguna of Laguna Beach, Inc. v. Bd. of Supervisors (1982) I34

Cal.App.3d 1022, 1032-35. And if the project's impacts will remain
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signif,rcant even after mitigation, the agency must issue an additional statement

of overriding considerations, also supported by substantial evidence,

demonstrating that the project's benefits outweigh its effects. $ 21081(b); see

Guidelines $$ 15091(Ð, 15093.

In additional to these procedural requirements, CEQA also has

substantive "teeth," as the trial court recognized. See JA75:1057. The lead

agency must actually adopt any feasible mitigation that can substantially

lessenthe project's significant environmental impacts. $ 21002; Guidelines $

15002(a)(3); City of Marina,39 Cal.4th at 368-69. In addition, the agency

must "ensure that feasible mitigation measures will actually be implemented

as a condition of development, and not merely adopted and then neglected or

disregarde d." Federation of Hillsíde and Canyon Assns. v. City of Los Angeles

(2000) 83 Cal.App.4th 1252, 126I (italics omitted); Guidelines $

tsD6.a@)Q).

SANDAG attempts to evade these requirements by asserting that it

must evaluate only a "reasonable range" of mitigation measures. See, e.g.,

A0B:25-26,29,34. SANDAG misstates the law. CEQA requires analysis of

a "reasonable range" of alternatíves (Guidelines $ 15126.6), not mitigation

measures.T Although both mitigation measures and alternatives aim to reduce

signihcant impacts, CEQA contains distinct requirements for each. $$

7 Petitioners also claim that SANDAG's EIR failed to analyze a reasonable
range of alternatives. See infra, Cross-Appellants' Opening Brief, Part IV.
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21100(bX3), (4); Guidelines $$ 15126.4, 15126.6. An EIR must present

alternatives to the entire project, in addition to mitigation measures addressing

individual impacts. To present a "reasoned choice" to the agency, the

alternatives analysis must compare the impact of each alternative to that ofthe

project, for every impact category. Guidelines $$ 15126.6(d), (f). Given the

depth of the analysis required, CEQA requires that the agency present only a

"range ofreasonable alternatives." Guidelines $ 15126.6(a). In contrast, the

EIR must "identiff mitigation measures for each significant environmental

effect," and must include all measures that "could reasonably be expected to

reduce adverse impacts." Guidelines $ 15126.4(a)(1)(A).

A few cases have referenced the "reasonable tarrge" terminology with

respect to mitigation(see A08:26), but only to demonstrate that an EIR need

not evaluate truly infeasíble mitigation measures. See, e.g., Concerned

Cítízens of South Central Los Angeles v. Los Angeles Unified School Díst

(1994) 24 Cal.App.4th 826, 843 (EIR need not evaluate economically

infeasible measure of replacement housing); Cherry Valley Pass Acres and

Neighbors v. Cíty of Beaumont (2010) 190 Cal.App.4th316,349-51(EIR not

required to further analyze measures to mitigate agricultural impacts where

substantial evidence supported economic infeasibility of such measures).

These cases are irrelevant where, as here, the Project has unmitigated

significant impacts and commenters offered reasonable measures to lessen

those impacts. In this situation, the agency must consider the measures or
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provide a substantiated response as to why they are infeasible. See LA

Untfi e d, 5 8 Cal.Ap p.4th at 7029 -3 I ; Fl ander s Fo undat io n v. C ity of C arme l-

bylhe-Sea (2012) 202 Cal.App. th 603,615-17

As detailed below, SANDAG utterly failed to meet that requirement

here.

B. SANDAG Improperly Deferred Mitigation to Reduce the
Project's Climate Impacts.

As the trial court found, SANDAG's three climate mitigation measures

(MM GHG-A through C) are vague, unenforceable, and incapable of lessening

the Project's signif,rcant impacts. JA 75:1057. Rather than seriously address

the Project's significant climate impacts, these measures: (l) "kick[ed] the can

down the road" by impermissibly deferring development of regional

mitigation; and (2) improperly passed the buck to other public agencies. Id.;

AR 8a:2588-90. At the same time, the EIR offered no valid reason why the

agency could not analyze and adopt effective mitigation now

CEQA allows a lead agency to defer mitigation only when three

nalrow, specific prerequisites are met: (1) an EIR contains criteria, or

performance standards, to govern future actions implementing the mitigation;

(2)practical considerations preclude development ofthe measures at the time

of initial project approval; and (3) the agency has assurances that the future

mitigation will be both "feasible and efficacious." Communitiesfor a Better

Env ir onme nt v. C ity of Ric hmond (20 I 0) I 84 Cal.App.4th 7 0, 9 4 -9 5 (" C B E ");
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Son Joaquin Raptor, 149 Cal.App.4th at 669-71; Guidelines $

15I26.4(aXlXB). Here, SANDAG met none of these requirements

1 Measures GHG-A through C Did Not Commit
SANDAG to Effective Climate Mitigation.

SANDAG claims that measures GHG-A through C did not defer

mitigation but rather committed the agency to certain and effective greenhouse

gas reductions. AOB:31,34. This argument, however, immediately collapses

under scrutiny.

^. Measure GHG-A.

. Measure GHG-A purports to obligate SANDAG to "update" future

RTPs to include unspecified'þolicies and measures" that "may be derived"

from member agencies' plans or from "other sources" and that "lead to

reduced GHG emissions." ,{R 8a:2588. The measure, however, adds nothing

to legal requirements previously imposed on SANDAG. CEQA already

requíres SANDAG to adopt feasible mitigation measures for all of its projects,

including its future RTPs. Edna Talley Assn. v. San Luis Obíspo County and

Cities Area Planning Coordinatíng Council (1977) 67 Cal.App.3d 444,447-

43; $ 21002. Thus, SANDAG's "commitfment]" to unspecif,red future

mitigation (AOB:31), merely restates what the law requires; it identifies no

actual, concrete mitigation. Accordingly, this measure improperly defers

development of adequate mitigation, which is needed now to address the

significant impacts of this Plan. See CBE, 184 Cal.App.4th at93-95.
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Signihcantly, SANDAG has a history of deferring greenhouse gas

mitigation for its RTPs. In conjunction with the 2007 RTp, SANDAG

expressly committed to develop a climate "action plan" as mitigation within

three years. AR 320:28549. Then, when SANDAG developed its climate

Action strategy in 2010, it stated that the "actual mix of measures

implemented by SANDAG to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from on-road

transportation will be determined through the development of the 2050

Regional Transportation Plan." 4R216:17643. Yet, in developing the 2050

RTP/scs, SANDAG did not fuIfilI this promise; rather, mitigation for the

Project's climate impacts once again remains illusory under measure GHG-A.

AR 8a:2588. SANDAG's continuedpractice of deferring the identif,rcation of

mitigation suggests that, absent judicial intervention, the agency may never

fulfill its obligation to mitigate climate impacts on a regional level.

b. Measure GHG-B.

Measure GHG-B is just as meaningless. It declares that local agencies

"can and should" adopt climate action plans that SANDAG will "assist local

governments in preparing." AR 8a:2588-89. Yet this measure provides

neither performance standards nor enforceable guidelines for such climate

action plans, and it includes no enforceable mechanism to ensure their

adoption. AR 8a:2588-90. Rather, any action by SANDAG or its member

agencies remains entirely voluntary with respect to theseplans. As SANDAG
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itself admits, "mere encouragement or providing of incentives obviously have

no legally enforceable effects." AOB:34-35.

SANDAG claims that CEQA authorizes the "can and should" language

for measures outside an agency's control. AOB:34 (citing $ 21081(a)(2)).

However, this statutory language does not relieve SANDAG of its

responsibility under CEQA to mitigate those impacts ofthe Plan that lie within

its own control. City of Marina,39 Cal.4that366 (agency may "disclaimf] the

responsibility to mitigate environmental effects only when the other

agency said to have responsibility has excluszve responsibility" for the

mitigation) (emphasis in original); Citizens for Quality Growth v. City of

Mount Shasta (1988) 198 Cal.App.3d 433, 442, fn. 8 (city cannot avoid

responsibility to mitigate project impacts by pointing to potential action of

another agency).

Here, as explained below (infra,PartIlJ.C.2), while SANDAG does not

have ultimate approval authority over some aspects of the mitigation

measures, the agency is far from powerless. Rather, it possesses substantial

authority to ensure the measures' implementation. For example, SANDAG

could: (1) commit itself to directly fund local climate action plans; or (2)

condition the allocation of discretionary funds to member agencies on a

commitment to adopt such plans . See Neighborsfor Smart Rail, 57 Cal.4that

465-66 (upholding mitigation for a project with overlapping agency

jurisdiction, where one agency agreed to study and fund mitigation that was
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under approval control of another agency). SANDAG cannot dismiss

mitigation that lies well within its authority.

c. Measure GHG-C.

SANDAG's third measure, GHG-C, is equally ineffectual in reducing

greenhouse gas impacts. SANDAG notes that GHG-C "lists Best Available

Control Technology measures to be utilized by SANDAG and other agencies

to reduce GHG emissions." AOB:32. Like GHG-B, however, GHG-C once

again states only that other agencies "can and should" utilize these measures

(AR 8a:2590); it does nothing to require their implementation for many

projects. See AR 8b:4047,4081, 4083 (commenters requesting such

technology be required for all projectsby, e.g., "withholding of funds for non-

compliance").

Thus, GHG-C does not constitute sufficient mitigation for the Project's

significant greenhouse gas emissions. Furthermore, the measure lists

technology that applies primarily to the constructíon oftransportation projects

AR 8a:2590. Such construction emits far less than onepercent ofthe Project's

2050 transportation emissions-amere 10,000 metrictons ofthe 14.69 million

metric ton total. AR 8a:2577 (Table 4.8-12). Vehicles emit the vast remainder

of this pollution, and GHG-C largely ignores that source.ld.

In sum, measures GHG-A through C impermissibly defened climate

mitigation without identiSring any relevant performance standards or

enforcement measures ensuring their implementation. This dehciency is
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"prejudicial because [it] precluded informed decisionmaking and public

participatiort." San Joaquín Raptor, 149 Cal.App.4th at 672.

2. Guidelines Section 15126.4(cX5) Did Not Authorize
SANDAG's l)eferred Mitigation.

SANDAG next claims that measures GHG-A through C satisff

requirements for climate mitigation under Guidelines section 15126.a(c)(5)

AOB:32. That section allows agencies adopting long-range plans to "include

the identif,rcation of specific measures that may be implemented on aproject-

by-project basis" to reduce greenhouse gas impacts. $ 15126.4(cX5). But

SANDAG's mitigation measures do not approach satisffing this requirement.

To begin with, GHG-A does not "identif[y] specific measures" at all.

And GHG-B states only that: (1) San Diego County and local cities "can and

should" adopt their own climate action plans; and (2) these plans "should,

when appropriate," incorporate land use and planning measures recommended

by the Attorney General. AR 8a:2588-89. A hortatory plea that an opfional

plan "should" incorporate policies is a far cry from identiffing specific

measures.

Further, SANDAG's argumentremoves language in section 15126.4(c)

from its context. That section expressly requires that mitigation measures

must be "[c]onsistent with section 15126.4(a)." This latter section, in turn,

requires boththat: (l) formulation of mitigation "should not be deferred until

some future time;" and (2) measures must be "fuIly enforceable" through
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"legally-binding instruments" and actually "incorporated into the plan."

Guidelines $ 15126.4(aXlXB) and (a)(2). Here, except for the application of

Best Available Control Technology to SANDAG's own construction projects,

measures GHG-A through C are largely "deferred until some future time" and

completely lack any "legally-binding instruments" to ensure that the

mitigation is "fully enforceable." Indeed, the language of these measures

renders them entirely optional. The trial court easily sawthrough SANDAG's

game, finding that, "'encouraging' an optional local plan that 'should'

incorporate regional policies falls well short of a legally enforceable

mitigation commitment with teeth." IA 7 5:L057 .

Nor can SANDAG rely on the language in Guidelines section

15126.4(c)(5), allowing "incorporation" of "adopted ordinancefs] or

regulationfs]" that reduce emissions. Measures GHG-A and B reference only

potential future policies; they incorporate no adopted ordinances or

regulations. Guidelines section 15126.4(c)(5) also does notpertainto Measure

GHG-C, which virtually ignores the Project's vast, transportation-related

climate impacts.

3. The Sustainable Communities Strategy Itself Was
Not Proj ect Mitigation.

Facing the patent inadequacy of measures GHG-A through C,

SANDAG next presents a new argument on appeal: that the SCS itself

contains measures satisffing CEQA' s mitigation requirements. AoB :29 -3 I .
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In other words, while the EIR must identiff mitigation for the RTP/SCS's

impacts, SANDAG now says such mitigation was unnecessary because the

SCS mitigated these impacts. This late entry in SANDAG's parade of excuses

fails dismally as well.

First, SANDAG argued below that it did not consider components of

the SCS to be mitigation . Compare AOB:30 wíth JA 51 :51 l; AR 6:223; AR

190a:13166-67. Under long-settled law, SANDAG may not now change its

position on appeal. Ernstv. Searle (1933) 218 CaL.233,240-41.

The reason for SANDAG's earlier position was both obvious and

unsurprising. The measures in the SCS, including the "action items" adopted

at the approval hearing, included no performance standards or other legally

enforceable means to ensure they would actually lessen the Plan's impacts.

^See 
AR 190a: 13166-67; see also JA 47:425-26). As explained, without such

standards or means, the measures cannot satisff CEQA.

The record also belies SANDAG's new theory. The EIR never

analyzed the effectiveness of "mitigation" contained in the SCS, and

SANDAG made none of the required CEQA findings regarding such

mitigation. See AR 3:33-130, 182-216;8a:2588-90; JA 51:511. Indeed,

despite repeated requests from the public to do so, SANDAG refused to

consider and respond to thousands of public comments on the SCS in the Final

EIR. 
^See, 

e.g. , AR 320:27 699; 1 85: 12566, 12625 . Instead, it claimed that the

two documents were entirely separate. AR 185:12538. Having taken this
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position, SANDAG cannot now employ the SCS to cure the EIR's failure to

adequately address mitigation.

Finally, the EIR revealed that SANDAG's Plan, includíng the SCS

measures that SANDAG now suddenly sees as mitigation, will have

significant global warming impacts. AR 8a:2572,2575,2579. It is mitigation

for these signif,rcant impacts, admitted by SANDAG, that the EIR must

address. While CEQA allows an agency to incorporate amitigation measure

into a project to ensure the measure's enforceability (Guidelines $

15126.4(a)(2)), CEQA does not authorize an agencyto claim-afterthe fact-

that the project ítself is the mitigation. 
^See 

Víneyard, 40 Cal.4th at 443-44.

Such a circular outcome would defeat CEQA's purpose to "inform both the

public and the decisionmakers, before the decísíon is made, of any reasonable

means of mitigating the environmental impact of a proposed project."

Flanders,202 Cal.App.4th at 616-17 (emphasis in original).

Because SANDAG Never Quantified the
Greenhouse Gas Reductions Resulting from Its
Mitigation Measures, No Substantial Evidence
Supported the Agency's Conclusions About The
Measures' Effectiveness.

Despite the obvious vagueness and inadequacy of measures GHG-A

through C, both SANDAG's EIR and findings concluded that these measures

would reduce the Project's significant greenhouse gas impacts. AR 3:90;

8a:2588-90. To support such a conclusion, however, an EIR "must provide a

quantitative or qualitative determination or estimate of the mitigation

4.
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measures' effect on GHG emissions." Oroville,2lS Cal.App.4th at7360-62;

see also CBE,184 Cal.App.4th at 93 (invalidating EIR for failing to "calculate

what, if any, reductions in the Project's anticipated greenhouse gas emissions

would result from each of fthe EIR's] vaguely described future mitigation

measures").

Here, neither the EIR nor the hndings actually calculated or otherwise

analyzed the amount of the alleged reductions. AR 3:90; 8a:2588-91;

17 7 :I1 9 1 9 . Indeed, the agency admitted that measures GHG-A through C "do

not provide a mechanism that guarantees GHG emission reductions." AR

3:90,8a:2591. Under such circumstances, no substantial evidence supports

SANDAG's finding that measures GHG-A through C would "reduce the

significant impact from increased GHG emissions." AR 3:90; 8a:2590; see

also Preserve Wild Santeev. City of Santee (2012) 210 Cal.App.4th260,280-

82 (imprope.rly deferred mitigation measures cannot support a f,rnding that

measures will reduce project impacts).

Adequate findings are, of course, necessary to ensure that mitigation is

actually incorporated and implemented. Federation, S3 Cal.App.4th at 1260-

61. But they also serve another important purpose: they enable the public and

the courts to trace the analytic route that the agency followed from evidence to

action. Citizens for Quality Growth,198 Cal.App.3d at 441; see also Village

Laguna,l34 Cal.App.3d at 1035-36. SANDAG's failureto support its finding

with substantial evidence thus constitutes a prejudicial abuse of discretion. Id.
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Finally, neither SANDAG's conclusion that the Project's impacts

would remain significant after mitigation (AR 3:90) nor its statement of

overriding considerations (AR 3:179-81) can rescue SANDAG's flawed

mitigation measures and f,rndings. CEQA requires adequate mitigation and

f,rndings regardless of whether an agency also adopts a statement of overriding

considerations. City of Marina, 39 Cal. th at 368-69; LA Unífied, 58

Cal.App.4th at 1030, fn. I I

SANDAG's Claim that F.urther Greenhouse Gas
Mitigation'Was Both Infeasible and Unnecessary Is
Without Merit.

The remainder of SANDAG's arguments amountto excuses as to why

the agency could not, or need not, do more to mitigate the Project's signif,rcant

climate impacts. Initially, SANDAG attempts to shift most of its climate

mitigation responsibility to the other agencies that will ultimately implement

the various roadway projects listed in the Plan. SANDAG rests this argument

on two related premises: (l) the "programmatic" nature of the Project (and

EIR) justifies the lack ofmitigation; and(2) as amere'þass-through" funding

agency, SANDAG has no legal authority to require mitigation. Becausethese

premises f,rnd no support in the law, however, SANDAG's "lack of authority"

excuse is untenable.

SANDAG also claims that Petitioners have not met their "burden" of

demonstrating that there are other feasible measures SANDAG could have

evaluated. This argument, too, lacks merit. CEQA places the burden of

C
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developing mitigation on the lead agency, not the public. In any event,

Petitioners and others proposed several specihc measures that could have

effectively reduced the Plan's greenhouse gas emissions. SANDAG's refusal

to study these in the EIR violated CEQA

Use of a Program EIR Does Not Excuse An
Agency's Failure to Mitigate a Project's Significant
Environmental Impacts.

SANDAG claims that because its EIR is 'þrogrammatic" and local

agencies will impose mitigation later at the project level, it cannot do more to

mitigate the Plan's significant greenhouse gas impacts. ,See AOB:3, 51-53.

But SANDAG misunderstands CEQA: the statute does not exempt

programmatic projects from mitigation. See Federatíon,83 Cal.App.4th at

1260-62; LA Untfied, 58 Cal.App.4th at 1030 (city may not postpone

mitigation for land use plan "until specif,rc projects are proposed for

development under the plan"). To the contrary, CEQA recognizes that

"program wide mitigation" must occur "at att early time when the agency has

greater flexibility to deal with basic problems or cumulative impacts."

Guidelines $ 15168(b)(4); see AR 218:17761-62 (RTP Guidelines stating

"[t]he purpose ofthe [RTP's] program EIR is to enable the MPO to examine

. program wide mitigation")

Contrary to SANDAG's assertions (see AOB:52-53, citing Vineyard,

40 Cal.4th at 431), Petitioners have never asked SANDAG to mitigate the

climate impacts of individual roadwayprojects listed inthe Plan. Rather, they

1.
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have repeatedly requested that SANDAG evaluate and adopt crucialprogram-

level measures to reduce the significant greenhouse gas emissions caused by

its Plan. See infra, Part III.C.3 (discussing feasible programmatic mitigation

measures). For example, one of the most effective ways to mitigate the

Project's sizable emissions is to reduce driving. See, e.g., AR 8a:2577-78

(largest contributor to Project's greenhouse gas impacts is vehicle emissions);

8b:3856 ("Change in VMT is an important criterion with respect to . . . GHG

emissions ."). Such mitigation can occur only through programmatic,

region-wide measures, such as demand management and transit funding. As

SANDAG recognizes, "The 2050 RTP/SCS is a comprehensive plan to guide

expansion, improvement, and management of the entire San Diego region's

major transportation systems for [] the next forty years." AOB:52.

The Project's regional system, and not individual road segments of that

system, promotes increased driving, with resultant greenhouse gas emissions.

See AR 7:359 (Project is to complete an interconnected "regional

transportation system");8b:4435-36 (vehicle miles traveled increases overthe

Project's life). Thus, SANDAG must adopt programmatic mitigation for

greenhouse gas emissions now. Local agencies approving later, individual

roadway projects will be unable to mitigate climate impacts through

aggressive regional approaches; only SANDAG has that power. See, e.g.,

Oroví11e,218 Cal.App.4th at 1360-61(noting that greenhouse gas mitigation
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measures "related to transportation were inapplicable" to local agency because

they must be implemented at the programmatic level).

Programmatic mitigation for the Plan is also essential because

subsequent projects may receive streamlined environmental review or be

exempt from CEQA entirely. $$ 21155,21155.1 &.2 ("transit priority"

projects consistent with SCS are either exempt from CEQA or eligible for

streamlined review); $ 21159.28 (residential and mixed-use residential

projects consistent with SCS may receive streamlined environmental review,

provided they incorporate mitigation required by prior EIR). Thus, while

SANDAG suggests that future mitigation will work because each individual

project will undergo its own detailed CEQA review (AOB:53),that review

may well not even exist.

SANDAG heavily relies on Bay Delta (AOr_:51-52), but that decision

supports Petitioners, not SANDAG. The Supreme Courtthere recognizedthat

policy-setting programs, which "consist[] of multiple possible actions that are .

. . described in general terms," may receive less detailed environmental

analysis and mitigation. In Re Bay-Delta Programmatic Environmental

Impact Report Coordínated Proceedings (2008) 43 Cal.4th 1143, 1170, ll72

(*Bay Delta") (setting policy goals for massive, statewide water supply

program that did not commit agency to developing any particular water

sources). Importantly, however, it also found that agencies approving more

detailed programs must provide correspondingly specific environmental
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analyses and mitigation. See íd. at llTl-72 (courts require detailed analysis

and mitigation for projects on identified sites with quantifiable impacts).

SANDAG's Plan is not a broad, policy-level document that describes

future actions only in general terms. Rather, it consists of a detailed program

for funding, building, and connecting specífic roadway andtransit segments at

specffic locations in SanDiego County. JA 5l:475 (SANDAG acknowledging

transportation projects planned for the next25 years are akeady designed); AR

8a:2115-2129 (showing specihc location, designparameters and cost of future

projects); 190a:13384-13451 (same). SANDAG's Project thus in no way

resembles the type of broad, "policy-setting" programs-like the plan at issue

inBay Delta-thatmay receive less detailed environmental analysis. See Bay

Delta, 43 CaL4th at 1169-72. Accordingly, because the Plan is specific, the

EIR for the Plan must identiSz specific mitigation that is commensurate with

the Plan's impacts. Víneyard, 40 Cal. th at 431-32.

SANDAG's other cited cases likewise support Petitioners, not

SANDAG. The Koster decision holds that, príor to any specific development

proposal, an agency must analyzethe large-scale planning decision ofwhether

new towns should be built at alI, and must provide mitigation. Koster v

County of San Joaquin (1996) 47 Cal.App.4th 29, 4l-42 (questioning "how

seriously any subsequent study would consider alternative sites for the new

towns"). Similarly, Vineyard makes clear that CEQA's demand for
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meaningful information "'is not satisf,red by simply stating informationwill be

provided in the future."' 40 Cal.4th at 431(citation omitted).

Finally, SANDAG defends its mitigation by complaining that

conditions may change in future years and that the current RTP/SCS will no

longer be relevant. AOB:53. This argument, however, again contravenes

established Supreme Court precedent. CEQA requires an agency to "assume

that all phases of the project will eventually be built." Vineyard,40 Cal.4th at

431. A contrary holding would allow an agency to continuously delay the

formulation of mitigation for long-range plans. Indeed, SANDAG has a

history of engaging in precisely this practice. See supra, p. 55.

SANDAG's "Legal Infeasibility" Excuse Fails As a
Matter of Law.

SANDAG next contends that it has no legal authority to adopt further

mitigation because: (l) such measures require action by other agencies; and

(2) SANDAG lacks authority to reallocate or place conditions on

transportation funding. Once again, these excuses lack merit.

As the Regional Transportation Authority
with Control Over Billions in Funding,
SANDAG Had Broad Power to Impose
Mitigation.

SANDAG is both a state-designated Regional Transportation

Commission and a federally designated Metropolitan Planning Organization.

AR 8a:2071. Great power and responsibility accompany both designations.

For example, SANDAG is empowered to: (1) plan and prioÅtize vitually all

2.

a.
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regional transportationprojects (AR lI.4465;190b:13656); and(2) coordinate

transportation and land use to ensure that the state meets its greenhouse gas

reduction targets (AR 1l 4465; 18:4585). SANDAG is thus hrmly in charge

of both the overall vision and strategic planning for a coordinated

transportation system. See, e.g., AR 8a:207I;218:17687 (RTP Guidelines

stating that regional transportation agencies "have the flexibility to be creative

in selecting transportation planning options that best fit their regional needs");

Pub. Util. Code $$ 120300,132051. In addition, SANDAG directly builds

specific transportation projects and even owns individual roadways (e.g., State

Route 125). AR 8b:3827-28 (SANDAG is responsible for "transit planning,

funding allocation, project development, and eventually construction ofmajor

public transit projects") ; l90a:I3615-25; I 90b: 1390 1.

Equally important is the scope of SANDAG's funding authority

SANDAG obtains and allocates billions of dollars annually for projects

identif,red in its Plan. AR 190a:13237-38, 13246-47. This authority is both

vast and comprehensive. As SANDAG states, "[t]he RTP establishes the basis

for programming virtually all local, state, and federal funds for transportation

within a region." AOB:4 (citing AR 218:17692). As a result, SANDAG

wields immense indirect power over development patterns. Obviously, if no

transportation is available at a given location, development projects there

become far less likely. Accordingly, SANDAG's insistence that it has no

influence over local land use planning (AOB:46-47) is not credible.
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b. SANDAG Should Have Mitigated the
Impacts of Its Project Even If Other
Agencies Had Approval Authority Over
Specific Measures.

SANDAG protests that it lacks legal authority to impose mitigation on

projects that other agencies will ultimately implement. AOB:45-46. But this

argument contradicts the Fourth District's decision in County of San Diego v

Grossmont-Cuyamaca CommuniQ College Díst. (2006) 141 Cal.App.4th 86.

In that case, the District similarly claimed that it lacked legislative authority to

fund off-campus roadway improvements to mitigate the significant traff,tc

impacts of its long-range master plan, asserting that only the County possessed

such authority. Id. at 97. The court disagreed. Harmonizing the District's

broad authority to expend funds for "constructionf] or completion of any

project" under the Community College Construction Act with CEQA's

"substantive mandate" formitigation (id. at 103, 105), the court foundthatthe

District was "implicitly authorized" to fund ofÊcampus mitigation. Id. at 106.

Like the District in County of San Díego, SANDAG has broad statutory

authority to allocate revenues to implement the RTP. This authority includes

powers "[t]o construct, acquire, develop, jointly develop, maintain, operate,

lease, and dispose ofwork, property, rights-of-way,andfacilities." Pub. Util.

Code $ 132305, 132354. Indeed, it was "the intent of the Legislature" to

endow SANDAG with "sufficient power and authority to solve the

transportation problems in the San Diego region and the needed
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comprehensive transportation system." Pub. Util. Code $ 132350.1; see also

Pub. Util. Code $ $ 1 323 02 ; 1323 53 (d) (explicitly recognizing that SANDAG' s

obligations will require environmental review, and providing funding

therefore).

Pursuant to County of San Diego, this broad authority must be

harmonized with CEQA's requirement that SANDAG implement and fund

mitigation in approving the Project. 141 Cal.App.4th at 105-06; see also

Guidelines $ 15040(c) ("Where another law grants an agency discretionary

powers, CEQA supplements those discretionary powers by authorizing the

agency to use the discretionary powers to mitigate or avoid significant effects

on the environment when it is feasible to do so with respect to projects subject

to the powers of the agency."). Numerous cases so hold. See Golden Gate

Bridge, Híghway and Transportation Dist. v. Mt¿zzí (1978) 83 Cal.App.3d

707,713 (power to condemn property for project construction necessarily

includes power to condemn for mitigation ofthe project's impacts); San Diego

Trust & Savings Bankv. Friends of Gíll (1981) I2l Cal.App.3d203,213-14

(implied power to deny permit to effectuate CEQA's purposes).

Whether SANDAG is authorized to issue final permits for some

transportation projects is beside the point. SANDAG has the authority-and

the duty-to mitigate the significant impacts caused by its Plan.
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c. SANDAG's Claim that It Lacked Authority
to Mitigate State Highway Projects Is
Unfounded.

Continuing to disclaim any ability to act, SANDAG next wrongly

suggests that it lacks authority to mitigate the impacts of state highway

projects. AOB:50. In fact, TransNet expressly provides that SANDAG shares

"joint responsibility" with Caltrans for state highway projects listed in

TransNet's expenditure plan, and that "[a]ll majorproject approval actions . . .

shall be jointly agreed upon" by both agencies. AR 320:28699 (Section

4(EX4)). Given this authority, SANDAG cannot evade its duty to mitigate

Project impacts by passing the buck to Caltrans. See City of Marina, 39

Cal.4th at366 (agency cannot claim mitigation is sole responsibilþ of another

agency if it has concurrent jurisdiction over the project).

SANDAG nevertheless believes it would be improper to use its

partnership authority to require mitigation for highway projects. SANDAG

states, "County voters have the right to expect that TransNet tax revenues will

actually be spent to accomplish the transportation goals embraced in the

Expenditure Plan, not used as gambling stakes to pursue some other agenda."

AOB:50. But mitigating a project's impacts is required by CEQA, and

complying with that law is neither "gambling" nor pursuing "some other

agenda." See County of SanDíego,141 Cal.App.4th at 103, 106.

In sum, as the lead agency responsible for developing and adopting the

RTP/SCS, SANDAG is both empowered and required to mitigate the
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significant impacts of that Plan. AR 8a:2066. Indeed, the agency's multiple

promises to formulate adequate mitigation at some point in the future conf,rrm

that authoÅty. See, e.g., AR 6:223.

SANDAG's Alleged Fiscal Constraints and
Commitment to TransNet's Expenditure
Plan Did Not Excuse the Agency's X'ailure to
Mitigate.

SANDAG then repeats the same argument in another form, describing

itself as merely a "pass-through" funding agerLcy, "f,rscally constrained" by

state and federal law. AOB:4, 45-51. But the premise of this argument is

faulty; any project that draws on state and federal funds is similarly

constrained. See, e.g., County of San Díego,141 Cal.App. th at 103-06. No

such constraint prohibits agencies approving a regional plan or other project

from adopting mitigation. Indeed, in presenting its "frscal constraint" theory,

SANDAG fails to cite a single statute or regulation that prevents it from

adopting mitigation for its Plan.

Furthermore, SANDAG both inflates the "constraints" that it faces and

shrinks its available legal authority. During the administrative process,

SANDAG admitted that some state and federal funds are "flexible," and ithas

previously redistributed such funds. AR 8b:3778; I7I:10547-10556;

172:10560-61 . Additionally, in its capacity as the San Diego County Regional

Transportation Commission, SANDAG often acts as a direct source of funding

in administering the TransNet program. AR 190b:13656.

d.
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SANDAG next cites its allegedly irrevocable commitmentto the list of

projects in TransNet's expenditure plan, claiming that it cannot alter this

"regional compact" to accommodate mitigation. AOB:48. However, the

expenditure plan is not immutable; TransNet has a built-in procedure to

modiff that plan when necessary. AR 320:287 00, 28703. Indeed, SANDAG

has invoked that procedure and modif,red the expenditure plan four times

between 2004 and20l2: (1) a 2006 amendment to include completion of the

SPRINTER transportation project; (2) a 2008 amendment to extend the

deadline to fund habitat conservation plans; (3) a2009 amendment regarding

auditing; and (4) a 2009 amendment to extend the deadline to fund habitat

conservation plans. AR 8b:3811

SANDAG's vision of TransNet's expenditure plan as a fixed,

unchangeable commitment also conflicts with Sustoínable Transportatíon

Advocates of Santa Barbara v. Santa Barbara County Association of

Governments (2010) 179 Cal.App.4th 113. In that case, the court held that a

voter-approved expenditure plan like TransNet's was not a'þroject" subject to

CEQA review. The court reasoned that, because a two-thirds vote of the

regional transportation commission could amend the expenditure plan, "as a

practical matter" the commission did not "commitf] itself to the

implementation of the transportation projects" in that plan. Id. at 120,123. It

explained: "Measure A does not qualiff as a project within the meaning of

CEQA because it is a mechanism for funding proposed projects that may be
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modified or not implemented depending upon a number of factors, including

CEQA review." Id. at 123

Here, it is even clearer that SANDAG is not irrevocably committed to

implement the projects contained within the expenditure plan. TransNet not

only allows amendments to the expenditure plan (in most cases by a two-thirds

vote of the SANDAG Board), but it also specifically requires SANDAG to

amend the expenditure plan after each revision to the RTP. AR320:28700,

28703. The purpose of the required amendment is to ensure that TransNet's

expenditure plan is consistent with each iteration ofthe RTP. AR 320:28700.

In addition, TransNet provides that even projects prioritized for funding under

the expenditure plan must f,rrst undergo "environmental clearance." ,{ft

320:28699 (Section 4(EX1)). Thus, like the expenditure plan at issue in

Sus tainab I e Tr ansportation Advoc ate s, TransNet expressly recognizes that

environmental review of the expenditure plan may result in an amendment to

the plan. If, under Sustainable Transportation Advocates, the TransNet

expenditure plan is not even sufficiently binding to constitute a "project"

under CEQA, it certainly does not present the type of "irrevocable

commitment" that might preclude mitigation here.

e. SANDAG May Not Rely on SB 375 or Its
Own "Policy Reasons" to Avoid lts Duty
Ilnder CEQA to Mitigate.

SANDAG offers some last-ditch arguments centered on a singletheme:

the agency simply does not wíshto impose mitigation that would delay or alter
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TransNet projects. SANDAG claims that SB 375 authorizes it to refuse such

mitigation because the law does not require amendments to expenditure plans.

AOB:49 (citing Gov. Code $ 65080(bX2XL)). Again, SANDAG takes

statutory language out of SB 375's broader context. Other provisions of SB

375 provide that the law must work in tandem with CEQA. See, e.g., Gov.

Code $$ 65030.01; 65080; 65081.3; $$ 21155,21159.28. Nowhere does SB

375 eliminate CEQA's mitigation requirements, and SANDAG cannot claim

otherwise.

SANDAG also insists that CEQA does not require an agency to

consider major legislative changes. AOB :49 (citing Gol et a, 52 CaI.3 d at 57 3).

However, altering the expenditure plan cannot constitute a major legislative

change when TransNet expressly anticipates such changes after every RTP

revision. AR 320:28700, 28703. As Goleta recognizes, arr agerrcy cannot

"disregard an otherwise reasonable alternative which requires some form of

implementing legislation." 52 Cal.3d at 573; see also Save Round Valley

Alliance v. County of Inyo (2007) 157 Cal.App.4th 1437,1459. Here, the

implementing legislation itself authorizes SANDAG to act.

Finally, SANDAG briefly claims it may forgo amending TransNet for

"policy reasons" that it favors. AOB:44. However, CEQA does not allow an

agency to dismiss mitigation out-of-hand simply because the agency does

want to impose it. See City of Marina,39 Cal.4th at368-69 ("CEQA does not

authorize an agency to proceed with a project that will have significant,
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unmitigated effects on the environment, based simply on a weighing of those

effects against the project's benefits, unless the measures necessary to mitigate

those effects are truly infeasible."). Such a rule, if it existed, would render

CEQA's mitigation requirements meaningless.

While courts have upheld an agency's rejection of alternatives for

'þolicy reasons," they have done so only in situations where: (1) substantial

evidence demonstrates that the measure would obstruct a major project

objective; and (2) the agency has explained this rationale in detailed findings

See, e.g., Bay Delta,43 Cal.4th at 1165 (upholding rejection of alternative

because it would compromise project's water supply objective); CaL Native

Plant Society v. City of Santa Cruz (2009) 177 Ca1.App.4th957 ,972, 1000-01

(unpaved trail alternative clearly conflicted with goals of developing ADA-

compliant and connected trail). SANDAG cites no case extending these

limited rationales for rejecting alternatives to the mitigation context. In any

event, the EIR offered no evidence that effective greenhouse gas mitigation

would somehow impede the Project's objectives, and the Board's f,rndings set

forth no such conclusion. AR 3:87-92;8b:3824-29. Indeed, as SANDAG

acknowledges, the foremost objective ofthe SCS "is to provide for reductions

of emissions of greenhouse gases-the cause of global climate change-

through better transportation and land use coordination." AOB:l . Effective

mitigation is central to this objective, not contrary to it
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In sum, SANDAG argues that the EIR may omit a discussion of any

mitigation involving changes to transportation funding or TransNet's

expenditure plan because the agency is allegedly unable or unwilling to make

such changes, but that position is contrary to law. This legal error constitutes

a prejudicial abuse of discretion. ,See Cíty of Marina,39 Cal.4that356 ("An

EIR that incorrectly disclaims the power and duty to mitigate identified

environmental effects based on eroneous legal assumptions is not sufficient as

an informative document.").

3. The Trial Court Correctly Held that Additional
Feasible Mitigation Measures Were Available that
SANDAG Could Have Adopted to Reduce the
Project's Significant Climate Impacts.

SANDAG next veers off in a new direction, blaming Petitioners for the

lack of effective climate mitigation. According to SANDAG, Petitioners

failed to meet their "burden" under CEQA to propose feasible measures

AOB:35-37. This argument is unavailing. The lead agency, not Petitioners,

bears the burden of identiffing proper mitigation. Moreover, Petitioners did

propose several specific measures that could have reduced the Plan's

signif,rcant greenhouse gas impacts, but SANDAG refused even to study those

measures, much less adopt them.
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CEQA Does Not Impose a Burden on
Members of the Public to Develop
Mitigation Measures for Projects.

The law is long-settled regarding which party bears the burden of

mitigating. "IJnder CEQA, the public agency bears the burden of affirmatively

demonstrating that, notwithstanding a project's impact on the environment,

the agency's approval of the proposed project followed meaningful

consideration of alternatives and mitigation measures." Mountaín Lion

Foundation v. Fish & Game Com. (1997) 16 Cal.4th 105, 134 (emphasis

added); see also Woodward Park Homeowners Assn., Inc. v. Cíty of Fresno

(2007) 150 Cal.App.4th 683,724 (agency "cannot acknowledge a significant

impact, refuse to do or find anything else about it, and approve the project

anyway"); Guidelines $ 15126.a@)Q). Furthermore, the EIR, not the public,

must address whether the proposed mitigation would "'substantially lessen"'

the project's impact. LA Unified, 58 Cal.App.4th at 1031 (quoting $ 21002).

SANDAG's contention that Petitioners bear this burden (AOB:35-37) is

wrong

Nonetheless, if members of the public do suggest away to mitigate a

project's significant impacts that is not patently infeasible, the agency must

carefully consider it. LA Untfied, 5 8 Cal.App.4th at 1029-30. In Flanders, the

court invalidated an EIR for failing to respond to a commenter's proposal that

the agency mitigate recreational impacts by selling a smaller parcel of

parkland. 202 Cal.App.4th at 616. Because the commenter "reasonably

a.
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questioned whether fthe parkland] impact could be reduced by reducing the

size of the parcel," the City's obligation under CEQA "was to explain in the

FEIR 'in detail giving reasons why' the City" could not pursue such an option.

Id. Simllarly here, SANDAG erred by rejecting out-of-hand several feasible

mitigation proposed by Petitioners.

SANDAG relies on Mount Shasta Bioregíonal Ecology Center v

County of Siskiyou (2012) 210 Cal.App.4th 184 (AOB:35-37), but the case is

inapposite for several reasons. First, Mount Shasta addressed a petitioner's

burden to prove its case in court, while the issue raised by SANDAG is the

alleged "burden" on Petitioners to propose changes at the administrative level.

210 Cal.App.4th at 195, 199. Here, the trial court concluded that Petitioners

met their burden ofproof. JA7 5:1057. Second, Mount Shasta didnot address

the adequacy of mitigation for a project's impacts, but the distinct requirement

of whether the EIR evaluated a reasonable range of alternatives. 210

Cal.App.4that196-99. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the petitioner

in Mount Shasta never presented any altemative to the proposed project,

feasible or otherwise. 210 CaLApp. th at I 89-90, I97 , 199 . By contrast here,

Petitioners offered several feasible ways that SANDAG could have mitigated

the impacts of its Plan.

Nor is SANDAG assisted by Santa Clarita Organizationþr Planning

the Environment v. Cíty of Santa Claríta (2011) 197 Cal.App.4th1042,l054-

55 ("SCOPE'). See AOB:27. In that case, a comment on an EIR for a
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hospital project included a list of more than 50 generic GHG mitigation

measures prepared by the Attorney General's office. 197 Cal.App.4th at 1055

Acknowledging that many of these measures could be irrelevant to the

proposed project, the comment "did not ask the city to consider any specific

mitigation measure." Id. at 1055, 1057. The agency then approved the

project, adopting only some of the listed mitigation . Id. at 1057 . Under these

circumstances, the court held, CEQA did not require the agency to analyze

additional measures that the objectors "never articulated." Id. at 1056

In contrast, Petitioners offered SANDAG specific, feasible measures to

mitigate the RTP/SCS's signif,rcant climate impacts and expressly requested

that SANDAG analyze these measures in its EIR. Infra,PartIII.C.3.b. Unlike

the SCOPE measures, the proposed measures here were precisely designed to

reduce the RTP/SCS's greenhouse gas impacts, the overarching goal of the

Project. Nothing in CEQA required Petitioners to do more.

Petitioners Proposed Several Specific
Mitigation Measures Addressing the
Project's Climate Impacts, and SANDAG
Failed to Provide Substantial Evidence that
Such Measures Were Infeasible.

SANDAG accuses Petitioners and the People of being "completely

vague" as to what additional mitigation measures SANDAG should have

imposed. AOB:44; see also AOB:35. The record contradicts this accusation.

In fact, Petitioners provided detailed suggestions, including at least five

specific measures: (1) a regional transit-oriented development policy; (2) a

b.
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parking management program; (3) a commitment to local climate action plans;

(4) reprioritizationoftransit projects; and (5) a restriction on funding based on

reductions in vehicle miles traveled. Because SANDAG failed to provide

substantial evidence that any of these measures were infeasible, its EIR and

lrndings are inadequate under CEQA. County of San Diego,141 Cal.App.4th

at 108.

i. Transit-Oriented Development Policy.

As SANDAG acknowledges (AOB:39), Petitioners askedthe agency to

evaluate and adopt a regional transit-oriented development policy, which

would increase transit ridership and thereby mitigate the Plan's significant

climate impacts. AR 320:27733-34. Such policies reduce emissions by

encouraging high-quality development within walking distance of transit

stations. AR 320:28499.

Petitioners asked SANDAG to analyze atransit-oriented development

policy in the EIR for this Project. They even presented an exemplar policy

recently adopted by the Metropolitan Transportation Commission,

SANDAG's sister agency. AR 1 85 :12560; 320:277 33-34; 320:28499-504;

310:25210. The Commission's policy requires aîy agency seeking

discretionary funds for a transit extension project to demonstrate that local

governments have permitted a sufficient number of housing units near the

transit station. AR 320:28501-504. SANDAG completely ignored this
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example, however, and refused to include any transit-oriented development

policy in its EIR.

SANDAG now claims that its promise to tlevelop such a policy in the

future is sufficient mitigation to satisSrPetitioners' concems. AOB:30, 39-40;

see AR 6:223. This argument strains credulity. First, SANDAG argued below

that the action items it adopted at the approval hearing-including the promise

to develop a transit-oriented development policy-did not constitute Project

mitigation. SANDAG stated, "These action items fincludingthe development

of a transit-oriented development policy] were not considered, or treated as,

'mitigation measures' by SANDAG. None were relied on in the CEQA

findings adopted by the Board." JA 51:51 1; AR 6:223.

Second, even if SANDAG had made the requisite CEQA findings as to

this "mitigation," which it did not, no substantial evidence would support

them. The agency never set any performance standards for a transit-oriented

development policy or explained why it could not be developed now. AR

6:223. Without those actions, and as Petitioners demonstrated at trial,

SANDAG's deferral of the policy to a later date was unlawful. IA47:425-26;

Preserve l4tíld Santee,2l0 Cal.App.4th at 280-82. SANDAG now argues on

appeal that deferral of the transit-oriented development policy "reflects the

reality" that such a policy would require study and collaboration. AOB:39-40

But CEQA does not allow arL agency to escape its mitigation requirements

merely because the task of complying may be difficult. CBE,184 Cal.App.4th
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at96. Nor does it allow an agency to conjure post hoc rationalizations for its

actions. Flanders,202 Cal{pp.4th at 616. And, in any event, SANDAG did

nothing to speciff the content for such a policy

SANDAG also claims that Petitioners did not sufficiently speciff what

a transit-oriented development policy might include. AOB:40. SANDAG is

wrong again. Petitioners and others provided SANDAG with the Metropolitan

Transportation Commission's complete regional policy, as well as other

examples. AR 320:27733-34, 28499-504; see also AR 31025210 (early

comment giving specific examples of transit-oriented development policies,

including Commission's policy); 320:28505-40 (Petitioners providing

SANDAG with Reconnecting America, Financing Transit Oríented

Development in the San Francìsco Bay Area: Polícy Options and Strategies).

CEQA required SANDAG either to evaluate the proposed transit-oriented

development measure in the EIR or to demonstrate its infeasibility . Flanders,

202 Cal{pp.4th at 616-17; Mira Monte Homeowners Assn. v. County of

Ventura (1985) 165 Cal.App.3d 357, 361, 364-65 (setting aside County's

approval for failure to analyze mitigation of impacts to one-quarter acre of

wetland). SANDAG did neither.

Regional Parking Management
Measures.

As SANDAG acknowledges (AOB:43), Petitioners also suggestedthat

SANDAG analyze a regional parking management program. This program

u.
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would encourage people to drive less and thus reduce the Project's significant

greenhouse gas impa cts. S e e, e. g., AR 29 6 :19 682; 320 :27 7 3 I -32; 8b :4 I 5 4- 5 5,

4214, 4402;319:26496. SANDAG originally recognized the benefits of

parking management. AR 190b:14401-03; 216:17651-52; 126:8630-32

Later,however, it shifted its position and refused to include such a measure in

the EIR or adopt it as Project mitigation. AR 8b:3800-01

SANDAG offers five untenable excuses for this refusal. First,

SANDAG again blames Petitioners, stating that they "never proposed any

specihcs for such aprogram." AOB:43. Not so. In fact, Petitioners provided

SANDAG with detailed examples of successful parking management

programs. See, e.g., AR 296:19682; 320:27731-32; 8b:4154-55, 4173-75,

4214-30, 4301, 4402; 3 19 :26496.

Second, despite its early recognition of parking management as an

effective tool, SANDAG now claims parking management "would not provide

substantial mitigation" but instead affect vehicle miles traveled by only "tiny

fractions of one percent." AOB:43. SANDAG's only "evidence" for this

claim is out-of-context figures taken from one "sensitivity test" and

purportedly showing that SANDAG's transportation model is not sensitive to

parking costs. AR 190b:1603I-32. SANDAG's complete "sensitivity" study,

however, shows that SANDAG's transportation "modelis sensitive toparking

costs." AR 190b:16031 (emphasis added). As the study explains, the smaller

percentage f,rgures, now cited by SANDAG, are "attributed . . . to the limited
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geographic scope of paid parking areas." 1d. When one considers increased

parking costs across the region, the study shows that as parking costs increase,

driving decreases. Id. (emphasis added); see also id. at 16025 (same report

concluding that "[t]ransit ridership and vehicle miles traveled are most

sensitive to changes in the cost of travel") (emphasis added)

This evidence conf,rrms SANDAG's repeated recognition that parking

management is a cost-effective method for reducing car traveL See, e.g., AR

1037778 (SANDAG parking study showing increased probability of transit

use as relative parking costs increase); 190b:14400 (SANDAG report stating

"transit usage is more sensitive to parking cost than to transit service levels or

fare prices"),14401("both parking supply and cost has been shown to directly

impact |VMTI and transit mode share"); 216:17651-52 (SANDAG Climate

Action Strategy noting "most parking policies could achieve greenhouse gas

savings relatively quickly"). SANDAG's out-oÊcontext citations to a few

percentage f,rgures in a chart do not constitute substantial evidence thatparking

management is ineffective as mitigation. Guidelines $ 15384(a).

SANDAG's third excuse-in contrast to its claim that parking

management is ineffective-is that regional parking management is too

important and complexto develop with the Project. AOB:43-44 (announcing

intent "to further study the possibilities of developing collaborative regional

parking management plans in its next Regional Comprehensive Plan update").

SANDAG cannot have it both ways. If parking management is a critical
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mitigation measure, SANDAG cannot defer its consideration and adoption

until some future time after approval of the RTP/SCS. San Joaquin Raptor,

149 Cal.App.4that67l. The record amply demonstrates that SANDAG had

more than enough information and time to develop an effective regional

parkingprogram now (see, e.g., AR 103 7758-85 (SANDAG's 20l0 "Parking

Strategies for Smart Growth")), or at least to identiff and commit to specific

performance criteria for a future program. San Joaquin Raptor, 149

Cal.App.4th at 670.

Fourth, SANDAG claims that it rejected a parking management

program for a purported "policy reason": increased parking fees would

"burden [] area residents who could least afford it," thus conflicting with the

"social equity goals of the RTP/SCS." AOB:44. However, SANDAG offers

no evidence that such a burden would materialize or, if it did, that it would

conflict with the Plan's goals. See County of San Diego, 141 Cal.App.4th at

107-08 (agency mustprovide evidence to substantiate claim that mitigation is

infeasible). Instead, the record is repletewith SANDAG's contrary statements

that: (1) parking management can help achieve regional goals; and (2)

SANDAG will consider parking management in conjunction with the next

Regional Comprehensive Plan Updat e. See, e.g., AR l90b: 14401 ("[P]arking

policies and management strategies . . . can be valuable tools for supporting

regional goals regarding Smart Growth, VMT reduction, and increasing transit

mode share."). Furthermore, this excuse fails to address other suggested types
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ofparking management measures that would not increase parking costs, such

as programs rewarding commuters who forego aparking spot by carpooling or

taking transit. S e e, e. g., AR 8b :4 1 7 3 -7 5, 421 4-l 5 ; 103 :7 7 7 8; 21 6 :17 65 I -52;

296:19682;320:28527 .

Finally, in a footnote, SANDAG claims that, by advising local agencies

that they "can and should" develop locally-tailored parking policies,

SANDAG adopted sufficient mitigation under CEQA. AOB:44, fn. 4. The

footnote is just another example of SANDAG's attempts to evade the

mitigation that CEQA requires it to carry out. The state's RTP Guidelines

specif,rcally direct regional agencies to consider parking management in their

plans. AR2l8:17911. SANDAG's sister agencies have already done so. ,See

108:8170 (Southern California Association of Governments); 320:28527

(Metropolitan Transportation Commission)

Moreover, even assuming that local programs would reduce driving,

SANDAG did nothing to ensure their adoption. For example, as Petitioners

explain, SANDAG could have adopted a measure to fund local parking

programs if they met identif,red performance criteria for reducing vehicle miles

traveled. See infra,pp.94-96. Because SANDAG failedto exercise any such

"purse string" controls, it failed to satisff CEQA's mandate. JA75:1057

Mere suggestions made to local government do not constitute actual

mitigation.
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iii. Reprioritization of Transit Projects.

Petitioners repeatedly informed SANDAG that, to mitigate the Project's

significant climate impacts, SANDAG must alter its "business as usual"

approach to prioritizing highway projects. See, e.g., AR 296:19668;

320:27696. Supported by the work of transportation experts, Petitioners

demonstrated that early investment in the transit network would be more

effective and would encourage more people to use it. AR 296:19678-79;

320:27722-23. One expert even provided a detailed alternative under which

SANDAG could complete many of the RTP/SCS's transit projects during the

Plan's first ten years. AR 296:19748-19768. Such prioritization of transit

would signif,rcantly reduce the Project's signihcant greenhouse gas impacts

over the life of the Plan. AR 296:19690-91. SANDAG not only refused to

consider this alternative (see ínfra, Cross-Appellants' Opening Briet Part IV),

but also rejected all other mitigation that would meaningfully reprioritize

transit projects

None of SANDAG's now-familiar excuses forrefusingthis mitigation

survive scrutiny. First, SANDAG protested that reprioÅtizing, or advancing,

transit projects is financially infeasible due to TransNet restrictions on

funding. AR 8b:3810-1 1. However, as explained above, the SANDAG Board

may modift TransNet upon atwo-thirds vote. Id.; see also AR320:27739-40

Furthermore, Petitioners identified other feasible methods, outside of

TransNet, to shift funds from highway projects to transit. AR320:27740-4I.
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Tacitly recognizing these options, SANDAG again deferred the issue,

promising to consider reprioritization of transit projects in future RTP/SCSs.

AR 8a:3018-19. But no substantial evidence supports SANDAG's refusal to

do so in this Plan

Second, SANDAG claims that prioritizing transit would be legally

infeasible because the RTP/SCS must be consistent with local agencies'

current landuse assumptions, overwhich SANDAG has no control. See, e.g.,

AOB:34; AR 8b:4301. As explained above (supra Part III.C.2), however,

SANDAG possesses expansive authority to guide the region's land uses via its

transportation planning. Moreover, SANDAG contradicted this contention of

legal infeasibility by asserting at the last minute that it would "[e]valuate

alternative land-use scenarios as part of the Regional Comprehensive Plan

(RCP) Update in an attemptto address the . . . 'backsliding' of greenhouse gas

levels between years 2035-2050." AR 6:223.

Third, SANDAG again employs its procedural "burden" argument,

claiming that if Petitioners believed it was feasible to vary the order ofprojects

in the Plan, it was "incumbent on them to speciff precisely what this variation

is." AOB:38. Again, SANDAG bore the burden of analyzing Petitioners'

reasonable mitigation proposals. LA Unified, 58 Cal.App.4th at 1028-30.

SANDAG may not: (1) dismiss Petitioners' mitigation as too "extreme" (AR

8b:3786; 8a:3334);(2) analyze other options that differ only slightly from the
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Projects; and then (3) refuse to consider other realistic possibilities that might

mitigate the Project's significant climate impacts, as many commenters

suggested . See, e.g., AR 8b :3 85 l, 3929 ; I 85 : 1 2560 ; 284:19482; 285 :19485 ;

287 :19 489 ; AR 296 :19 682.

Importantly, SANDAG cites no credible evidence that it lacks the

ability to advance transit projects at some levels now to reduce the Project's

significant climate impacts. To the contrary, SANDAG admits to some

flexibility with respect to reprioÅtizingprojects. AR 8b:3778 ("In situations

where funds are flexible, funding could be spent on highway or transit

proj ects. ") ; s e e s upr a, P art IIJ.C .2 ( SANDAG has authority to modiS' proj ects

in expenditure plan).

iv. Support of Climate Action Plans.

Petitioners asked SANDAG to consider a mitigation measure that

would ensure preparation of local climate action plans. This type of action

plan typically requires a local agency to inventory greenhouse gas emissions

and adopt policies, like green building standards, to reduce them. See, e.g.,

AR 3 19 :26441 ; 320 :2857 0-28685. Specihcally, Petitioners urged SANDAG

to: (1) prepare a model climate action plan for local agencies to adopt or

t SANDAG claims it evaluated alternatives that prioritized transit and
found that they would not actually decrease greenhouse gas emissions.
AOB:38. However, as explained infra (Cross-Appellants' Opening Briet
Part IV), the EIR did not analyze any transit-prioritizing alternatives that
differed meaningfully from the RTP/SCS.
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modiff; and (2) provide the necessary funding for local agencies to prepare

climate action plans. AR 296:19687;320:27733. Petitioners also provided

SANDAG with a model climate action plan that detailed the measures such a

plan would contain. AR 320:28570-28685.

As the trial court held, SANDAG violated CEQA by refusing to

consider funding local climate action plans. JA 75:1057 (frnding such a

measure was well within SANDAG's ability). The Supreme Court's recent

ruling in Neighbors for Smart Rail supports this holding. In that case, a transit

line was expected to generate "spillover parking" impacts in local areas

outside ofthe transit agency's control. "To mitigate this potential impact, the

EIR proposed, and the agency adopted, a series of measures" including

parking monitoring near the transit line and the funding of local permit

parking programs. 57 Cal4th at 465. Because only local agencies could

adopt these permit programs, however, the transit authority agreed to assist in

tangible ways. The court found this mitigation to be adequate, especially

because the transit agency committed to funding the local programs if

necessary. Id. at 465-66. By contrast, SANDAG's mitigation, which states

only that member agencies "can and should" adopt climate action plans, did

not fund or otherwise support local agencies. AR 8a:2588

SANDAG now alleges that it has provided climate planning assistance

to local agencies in the past. AOB:41. This argument is unavailing, for any

such past efforts have been entirely voluntary and largely ineffective. In fact,
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only five of SANDAG's 19 member agencies even have climate action plans.

AR 8b:3827. Given SANDAG's mission under SB 375 to provide leadership

in guiding the region to a more sustainable transportation future, a requirement

that SANDAG provide both a model and funding for climate action plans is

certainly a "reasonable means" of mitigating the Project's signif,rcant climate

impacts. Flanders,202 Cal.App.4th aI617. Indeed, SANDAG already has

access to millions of dollars under TransNet to fund such mitigation. 
^See 

AR

320:28696 ("Smart Growth Incentive Program" consisting of an estimated

$280 million to fund initiatives such as "communityplanning efforts relatedto

smart growth and improved land use/transportation coordinatior."); Hearing

Transcript , p. 23-24) (SANDAG's counsel stating these funds were available

for climate action planning). The agency's failure to respond to this mitigation

proposal thus constitutes a prejudicial abuse of discretion under CEQA.

Flanders,202 CalApp.4th at 617 .

Finally, SANDAG charges Petitioners with belatedly proposing climate

action plans as mitigation only "hours" before Project approval, and of failing

to raise this issue adequately in the trial court. AOB:40-41. SANDAG

misstates the record on both counts. In fact, Petitioners' comments on the

Draft EIR specifically requested that SANDAG "identiflyl a source of funds

to local agencies to further encourage the preparation of CAPs." ,{ft

296:19687. SANDAG thus had months during which to consider a more
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stringent measure regarding these local plans.' Mot.o'ner, Petitioners and the

People fully litigated this issue in the trial court. JA47:424-25;64:778,796;

65:838; Hearing Transcript, p. 50. In any event, SANDAG waived this

defense by never raising any objection at trial, despite ample opporhrnity to do

so. ,See, e.g.,Id. at 19,23-25.

v. Funding Conditioned on Reduced
Vehicle Miles Traveled.

Lastly, SANDAG also improperly rejected a proposed mitigation

measure that would condition the funding for transportation projects on

performance standards requiring reductions in vehicle miles traveled. AR

8b:3829. SANDAG offers three unconvincing reasons why it could not adopt

such a measure.

SANDAG claims that vehicle miles traveled is not always an accurate

performance standard because "GHG emissions are affected by a number of

additional factors, e.g., vehicle fuel efficiency, rates of travel and traffic

conditions." AOB:39; AR 8b:817-18. But not only does SANDAG admit

elsewhere that reductions in vehicle miles traveled would reduce climate

impacts, it also recognizes that such reductions are critical to meeting the

e In co--ents on the Final EIR, Petitioners noted that SANDAG failed to
properly address their proposal regarding climate action plans, including
their suggestion that SANDAG serve as a funding source. AR320:27733.
Given that SANDAG provided the public with only ten days to review the
very lengthy Final EIR, despite requests for additional time (AR
320:27696), the timing of Petitioners' comments on the Final EIR is not
only lawful ($ 21177(a)), it is completely understandable.
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state's 2050 emissions reduction goals. AR 8b:3818, 3823; 216:17644.

SANDAG's own Climate Action Strategy concludes that, in addítíon tofuel

fficíency and alternative fuels, per capita vehicle miles traveled must be

reduced "about five percent below the baseline 2005 level" to meet the state's

2050 emissions target. AR 2 1 6 : 17 644. SANDAG's objection to reductions in

vehicles miles traveled as an allegedly ineffective standard-the only basis

cited in the EIR for rejecting such a measure (AR 8b:3829)-is therefore

unsupportable

Undaunted, SANDAG proceeds to invent two additional justifications

on appeal for rejecting this measure. First, SANDAG proclaims that reducing

vehicle miles traveled is legally infeasible. AOB:46-47 , 49 . But thispo st hoc

rationale is erroneous for the reasons set forth above. Indeed, SANDAG

admits that it can "condition the implementation" of mitigation measures

when the agency is "the direct source of funding for transportation network

improvement projects" (AR 3:182), as it is for many ofthe projects funded via

TransNet (AR I 90b: 13656)

SANDAG next declares that reduction in vehicle miles traveled is not a

mitigation measure, but instead is merely a "performance standard." AOB:39.

This distinction does not help SANDAG. According to CEQA, "measures

may speciff performance standards which would mitigate the significant effect

of the project and which may be accomplished in more than one specified

way." Guidelines $ 15126.a@)Q)@). Here, a SANDAGpolicy conditioning
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transportation funds on reductions in vehicle miles traveled is a perfectly

logical method of encouraging strategies, such as transit prioritization and

parking management, that will reduce the Project's climate impacts. As such,

it is a feasible mitigation measure worthy of pursuit. SANDAG's

unsubstantiated rejection of the measure violated CEQA. LA Unified, 58

Cal.App.4th at 1029.

In sum, SANDAG abused its discretion by: (1) rejecting potentially

feasible mitigation proposals without substantial evidence; and (2) failing to

respond to comments raising reasonable suggestions for mitigating the

Project's significant climate impacts. Such errors were prejudicial because

theyprecluded informed decision-making and resulted in a failure to mitigate

the Project's significant climate impacts.

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, Petitioners respectfully request that this

Court affirm the judgment below, holding that SANDAG violated CEQA by

failing to adequately analyze or mitigate the Project's climate impacts.
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CROSS-APPELLANTS' OPENING BRIEF

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

The trial court ruled that the EIR for the RTP/SCS violated CEQA by

failing to adequately inform the public and decision-makers about the

Project's signihcant climate impacts, or to mitigate those impacts. However,

the court did not reach Petitioners' other, equally serious challenges to the

EIR. JA 75:1058 (ruling); 88:1132-34 (judgment). Petitioners bring this

cross-appeal to ensure that, in the event this Court upholds the trial court's

judgment, SANDAG will be required to comply fully with CEQA before it

proceeds further with the Project. The claims in this cross-appeal also serve as

alternate bases on which to uphold the trial court's judgment.

Like the EIR's paltry discussion of climate impacts, the EIR's air

quality analysis suffered from a stark omission that downplayed environmental

effects and undercut its usefulness as an informational document.

Specihcally, although the EIR calculated the Proj ect's air pollutant emissions,

it ignored how this pollution would actually affect human health. Remarkably,

the EIR never even identified the number and location of "sensitive

receptors"-a generic term for people, such as children and the elderly, who

are particularly susceptible to harm from air pollution-who live near the

Project's planned freeways, airports and other sources of toxic air pollution.

^See 
AR 8a:2249. While SANDAG claims that no universally accepted

methodology exists for such a health risk analysis, the Court of Appeal
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rejected this exact excuse in Berkeley Jets, 9l Cal.App.4th at 1368-70 (lack of

universally accepted method for correlating health impacts to pollution levels

does not excuse agency's failure to "find out and disclose all that it reasonably

can"). The EIR also improperly deferred air quality mitigation.

The EIR's analysis of impacts to agriculture was similarly flawed.

Rather than disclosing and evaluating the Project's fulI effects on all important

farmland in the region, the EIR grossly discounted those effects. For example,

the document assumed that no farmland would be converted to non-

agricultural use when rural areas are subdivided. This unsupported

assumption is contradicted by overwhelming record evidence. The EIR also

used a mapping system that omitted impacts on thousands of farms that are

less than 10 acres in size. As a result of these faults, the EIR underestimated

the Plan's impact on farmland by tens of thousands of acres.

Finally, the EIR failed its primary task of analyzingproject alternatives

that could substantially reduce the Plan's most serious impacts, such as those

on air quality and climate. Instead, each of the EIR's six alternative plans

authorized construction of all or most of the Plan's highway proj ects, and none

of them would increase the number or meaningfully advance the timing of

transit projects. By failing to evaluate a reasonable range of alternatives,

including one that "would substantially lessen the fProject's] significant

environmental effects," the EIR violated CEQA. See $ 21002; Guidelines $

15126.6(a).
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Thus, SANDAG abused its discretion in certiûitrg an EIRthat omitted

vital information about Project impacts and excluded the required range of

alternatives. Because these omissions were prejudicial, Petitioners urge the

Court to grant their appeal and direct the trial court to revise the judgment and

writ in light of these additional CEQA violations.

STATEMENT OF APPEALABILITY

This is an appeal from a f,rnaljudgment entered onDecember20,20l2.

JA 88:1132-34. The judgment carries out the trial court's ruling that

SANDAG violated CEQA by failing to adequately analyze and mitigate the

Project's climate impacts. JA75 1046-1059. Althoughthisportion ofthetrial

court's decision is in Petitioners' favor, the court did not reach Petitioners'

other CEQA claims, and the judgment therefore did not address them. These

claims included Petitioners' challenges to the EIR's analysis and mitigation of

air quality and agricultural impacts, and to its discussion of alternatives. JA

75:1058 (ruling); 88:1 132-34 (udgment); see JA 25:167-169; 47 :383-384

(listing Petitioners' other claims). Because the trial court did not address these

claims, it declined to grant the relief that Petitioners requested with respect to

them. JA 89:1135-37 (writ of mandate commanding SANDAG to set aside its

certification of the EIR and to cure the greenhouse gas-related defects, but not

ordering any relief related to other alleged defects); 1:5-8 & 25:167-169

(Petitions for Writ of Mandate); 84:1105-09 (Petitioners' Objections to

SANDAG's Requested Remedy).
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Where a party secures a judgment in its favor, it may appeal those

portions of the judgment unfavorable to it. Courts have long recognized that

"fa]party who is awarded less than he or she has demanded may appeal from

the unfavorable part ofthe judgment." 9 V/itkin, CalifomiaProcedure (5th ed.

2008) Appeal 5 42, p. 103; see also Knight v. McMahon (1994) 26

Cal.App.4 th 7 47, 7 52- 53 (an otherwise succes s fu I party may appeal because it

was aggrieved by the trial court's refusal to decide an issue), disapproved on

other grounds inAm. Fed'n of Labor v. (Jnemployment Ins. Appeals Bd. (1996)

13 Cal.4th 1017, 1037-41. Indeed, SANDAG itself acknowledged that

Petitioners are aggrieved by the trial court's failure to reach all claims and may

appeal those claims. AOB:2, fn. 1 (observing that Petitioners may wish to

pursue issues not reached below in their cross-appeal). Accordingly, Code of

Civil Procedure sections 902 and904.7, subdivision (a)(1) provide Petitioners

with the right to appeal the portions of the judgment on which they did not

prevail. Code Civ. Proc. $$ 902 ("Any party aggrieved may appeal in the

cases prescribed in this title."), 90a.1(aXl) (an appeal may be taken from a

final judgment).

Furthermore, it is settled law that, because courts of appeal "are

concerned with the correctness ofthe trial court's ruling, and not its reasoning,

fthey] may affirm on a ground raised by the parties in superior court but not

ruled upon by the trial court." Idellv. Goodman (1990)224 Cal.App.3d262,

268-69; see also Líttlev. Los Angeles County Assessment Appeals Bds. (2007)
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155 Cal.App.4th 915,925, fn.6 (same). Here, this Court should consider

Petitioners' other claims as additional bases on which to uphold the trial

court's judgment that SANDAG's EIR was deficient.

For several reasons, CEQA cases are particularly appropriate for courts

of appeal to adjudicate all claims, including ones not decided below. First, in

CEQA cases, "the appellate court reviews the agency's action, not the trial

court's decision; in that sense appellate judicial review under CEQA is de

novo." Vineyard, 40 Cal4th at 427. Accordingly, "because an appellate

court's role in a CEQA case is essentially the same as the trial court's

fcitation], it would serve no useful purpose to remand the case" for the trial

courtto decide issues in the first instance. Calífurnia Building Industry Assn.

v. Bay Area Air Quality Mgmt. Díst. (2013) 218 Cal.App.4th 1176, 1192.

Rather, having this Court decide all issues now will promote judicial

efficiency and prompt resolution of the parties' dispute. See Natíonal Parks

and Conservation Assn. v. County of Riversíde (1999) 71 Cal.App.4th 1341,

1353-1354 (rejecting argument that appellate review in CEQA case must be

limited to deficiencies in the EIR identified by superior court); Wallace v.

McCubbin (20 1 1 ) 1 96 Cal.App.4th 1169, 1 I 95 ("it would be more efficient for

us to resolve the fissue not reached by trial court] in this opinion").

Second, CEQA specihcally directs courts of appealto decide all alleged

CEQA violations. $ 21005(c) ("any court, which finds, or, in the process of

reviewíng a prevíous court findíng, finds, that a public agency has taken an
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action without compliance with this division, shall specihcally address each of

the alleged groundsþr noncompliance") (emphasis added). This language is

intended to prevent a situation in which a court orders an agency to correct

certain violations of CEQA but does not rule on all of petitioners' alleged

claims. Friends of Santa Clara River v. Castaic Lake Water Agency (2002)95

Cal.App.4th 1373, 1387 (citing $ 21005(c) and Remy et al., Guide to the

California Environmental Quality Act (1Oth ed. 1999), pp. 646-647). In the

aftermath of this situation, the "agency often does not know whether to modiff

its environmental document (or findings) to address concerns raised by the

petitioners but ignored by the court." Friends of Santa Clara River, 95

Cal.App.4th at 13 87 (citation omitted). This Court can prevent such confusion

by adjudicatingall of Petitioners' claims.

In sum, this Court should address all of Petitioners' CEQA claims in

conjunction with this appeal. Petitioners are entitled to appeal the claims on

which they did not prevail, and CEQA specifically requires a comprehensive

adjudication of all claims to forestall multiple rounds of trial and appellate

court review

ARGUMENT

I. Standard of Review.

As explained in Petitioners' opposition to the SANDAG appea| there

are two standards of review under CEQA. Where an EIR fails to address an

issue or omits relevant information, courts will consider, as amatter of law,
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whether the agency violated the statute's disclosure requirements. Ojaí, 176

Cal.App.3 dat428 ("Certif,rcation of an EIRwhich is legally deficientbecause

it fails to adequately address an issue constitutes a prejudicial abuse of

discretion."). By contrast, courts use the more deferential "substantial

evidence" test to review an agency's "substantive factual conclusions."

Vineyard, 40 Cal.4th at 435.

In this appeal, Petitioners challenge SANDAG's failure to disclose

fundamental information about the Project's effects on public health, and to

adequately mitigate such effects. For example, despite Petitioners' specif,rc

demand for the information, the EIR omitted all data about the location of

sensitive receptors near planned freeways and other infrastructure. Petitioners

also challenge the omission of key information from the EIR's analysis of

agricultural impacts. Among other deficiencies, the document failed to

consider the Project's impacts on thousands of small farms in the region.

Because Petitioners thus question "whether the EIR is suff,rcient as an

informational document," the Court must review these challenges de novo, as

a matter of law. Kings County,22l Cal.App.3d at7ll.

Petitioners' appeal also contests the adequacy of the EIR's analysis of

project alternatives. The "substantial evidence" test applies to this claim.

Uphold Our Herítage, 147 Cal.App.4th at 598-99. Here, SANDAG's EIR

excluded project alternatives that could have substantially reduced the

Project's most serious impacts. Because no evidence of "ponderable legal
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significance" supports SANDAG's refusal to consider such environmentally

superior options (see American Canyons 145 Cal.App.4th at 1070 (defining

"substantial evidence")), the agency prejudicially abused its discretion under

CEQA.

il. The EIR Failed to Adequately Analyze and Mitigate the
Project's Severe Air Quality Impacts.

A. The EIR Failed to Fully and Accurately Describe Existing
Toxic Air Pollution.

SANDAG acknowledges that public exposure to Toxic Air

Contaminants ("TACs")to ir a "significant public health issue in California."

AR 8a:2251. The EIR, however, provided virtually no information about

existing exposure to TACs in the San Diego region, the starting point for any

adequate analysis of TACs. This omissionviolates CEQA's corerequirement

that an EIR include an adequate "description of the physical environmental

conditions in the vicinity of the project." Guidelines $ 15125(a). As the

Guidelines instruct, "fk]nowledge of the regional setting is critical to the

assessment of environmental impacts." Guidelines $ 15125(c). Because the

EIR failed to describe the public's existing exposure to TACs, decision-

makers and the public could not: (1) understand the scope ofthe existing TAC

problem; (2) measure the Project's new TAC impacts against a baseline of

l0 Petitioners use "TAC" to refer to the various pollutants, including carbon
monoxide, diesel particulates and air toxics, that the EIR evaluated together
under Threshold AQ-4, related to exposing sensitive receptors to localized
pollutant concentrations. See AR 8a:2248-52.
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curent TAC emissions, (3) evaluate mitigation of those impacts, or (4)

intelligently decide whether the Project's approval was worth the risk.

The EIR analyzedair quality in a section entitled "Existing Conditions"

(AR 8a:2209-23), but this section did not describe actual existing TAC

emissions. Instead, it substituted generic information about the sources and

dangers of these pollutants. AR 8a:2215-20, 225I-53. For example, it

declared that exposure to TACs "can result in cancer, poisoning, and rapid

onset of sickness." AR 8a:2251. It noted that because diesel exhaust

constitutes the largest TAC risk (id.), people living near busy roads are

particularly at risk. AR 8a:22I9, 2252-53; see also AR 304:19812;

305:21385. It also repeated the well-known fact that these pollutants

disproportionately affect lower income individuals and minorities. AR

8b:4423; see also AR 304:19813.

Such generic information was inadequate under CEQA because it failed

to identiff actual, current TAC emissions or associated health risk levels in the

areas affected by this Project. The EIR thus never established a baseline

against which to measure the impact of the Project's additional TAC

emissions. A suff,rcient description would have: (1) provided qualitative or

quantitative information regarding existing levels of TAC pollutants; and(2)

described the approximate number and location ofpeople currently exposed to

unhealthy TAC levels. See Cadiz Land Co. v. Rail Cycle L.P. (2000) 83

Cal.App.4th 74, 92-95 (to provide legally adequate description of existing
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conditions, EIR must quantiff the amount of water in an aquifer that may be

impacted by a project)

SANDAG's failure to even qualitatively-much less quantitatively-

describe existing TAC levels is both inexplicable and indefensible. The

information was readily obtainable from five TAC monitoring stations in the

region. AR 8a:2215- 16 (EIR describing monitoring stations but providing no

data); Kings County,22l Cal.App.3d at 723 (agency mustprovide information

relevant to air quality analysis when it is "reasonable and practical" to do so).

Although Petitioners informed SANDAG that the EIR must include data from

these stations (AR 320:27708), the agency refused to do so. AR 185:12605

(responding to comment regarding monitoring stations by simply stating that

the EIR adequately described baseline conditions without that data).

SANDAG later advanced a new excuse attrial, claiming itwas not "apparentf]

how data from these five fstations] would be particularly useful" (JA 5l:473,

fn. 2), but this position is both disingenuous and legally untenable. The

stations "are located nearby and downwind of transportation [] and other air

pollutant sources." AR 8a:2215-16. Accordingly, the stations' data not only

would be useful, they were essential: the data would establish existing air

pollution levels near the transportation facilities that will be expanded under

the Project.

Alternatively, SANDAG could have obtained current TAC data from

either of two other sources: EPA's AirData reports or the TAC predictions rn
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the National Air Toxic Assessment Model, which are available for every U.S.

census tract. 4R320:28081. Clearly, SANDAG simply lacked the will, not

the means or a reliable source of data, to supply the needed information.

SANDAG also cannot justiff its refusal to identi$r a second set of

indispensable data,the approximate number and location of sensitive receptors

near planned transportation projects. Critically, the EIR established its

threshold of significance for TAC impacts as whether the Project will "expose

sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations." APtSa:2249. As

Petitioners warned, however, SANDAG could not possibly determine the

exposure to sensitive receptors without first knowing the number and location

of those receptors in the region. AR320:27708.

In response to the Attorney General's criticism of its TAC impacts

analysis, SANDAG quickly cobbled together what it called a "localized air

quality index analysis" for the Final EIR. AR 8a:2252-64. This "analysis"

ranked segments of regional freeways as presenting high, medium or low risk

levels from TAC pollution to those living within 500 feet. AR 8a'2253.

SANDAG based this ranking on data regarding traffic volumes, the percentage

of truck traffic, and Level of Servicell standards for the segments. 1d.

tt SANDAG defined Level of Service ("LOS") as "[a] qualitative measure
describing operational conditions within'a traffic stream and motorists'
perceptions of those conditions. LOS ratings typically range from LOS A,
which represents free-flow conditions, to LOS F, which is characterizedby
(footnote continued on next page)
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SANDAG's last-minute addition did not supply the required

description of existing conditions under CEQA. First, the information was

limited only to existing air quality conditions adjacent to a few freeways and

highways (AR 8a:22 53 ,2260). SANDAG admiffed that the Proj ect will affect

other high-volume roads, warehouse centers, ports, and rail yards, all ofwhich

can pose equally significant TAC risks. AR 8a:2219 þollutant levels are

highernear "main city streets, highways, and freeways"); 305:21385 (sensitive

populations should not live near freeways, busy urban or rural roads, rail

yards, ports, or distribution centers); l90a:13288, 13293-96; l90b:15033-54

(RTP included a "Goods Movement Strategy," which includes expansion of

rail, seaport, and associated warehouse distribution centers).

Second, the index did not estimate the number or location of hospitals,

schools, residences, and other sensitive receptors that are adjacent to freeways.

AR 8a:2252-64. Thus, the analysis provided no information about the effects

of existing pollution from the various highway segments on sensitive

populations. Nor did the new index disclose what it meant by "high,"

"medium," or "low" risk levels, or even whether these levels correspond to

any actlal health-based standard, such as those set by the San Diego Air

Pollution Control District. See AR 305:20483 (SanDiegoAirDistrict's "Rule

(footnote continued from previous page)
heavy congestion, stop-and-go traffic, and long queues forming behind
breakdown points." AR 190a:13634.
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1200 establishes acceptable [TAC] risk levels"). Finally, because the EIR did

not provide any of the data underlying, or methodology used to prepare, the

new "localized air quality index" (see AR 8a:2253), the public could not

determine whether the index was correct, much less evaluate the accuracy of

the incomplete conclusions drawn from it. See San Joaquín Raptor/Wridhfe

Rescue Center v. County of Stanislaus (1994) 27 Cal.App.4th 7I3,728-29

(EIR inadequate where agency failed to describe investigations it undertook to

establish baseline conditions).

The existing TAC emissions unquestionably constitute part of the

environmental background for the Project. Where, as here, an EIR contains an

"inadequate description of the environmental setting for the project, a proper

analysis of project impacts [i]s impossible." Galante Víneyards, 60

Cal.App.4th at 1122. In an analogous situation, the Court of Appeal

invalidated a county's certification of an EIR for a landf,rll. Cadí2, 83

Cal.App.4th at92-95. There, a nearby property owner was concerned about

the landfill's contamination of an underlying aquifer. He argued that the EIR

failed to describe the aquifer in enough detail so that the project's impacts

could be measured. Id. at9l-92. The county responded that contamination of

the aquifer was unlikely and that, because the aquifer was nearly depleted, any

possible future contamination would not constitute a signif,rcant impact. Id. at

92-93.
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The court emphatically rejected the county's approach. It noted that,

although the EIR discussed the risk of contamination generally, it never

described the aquifer's condition in enough detail so that the public and

decision-makers could understand the project's potential impacts on potable

water, "a valuable and relatively scarce resource in the region." Id. at 92.

Specifically, the court emphasized that "[a]n estimate of the volume of

groundwater in the aquifer is critical to a well-informed determination of

whether the risk of groundwater contamination is worth taking." Id. at94

Similarly here, SANDAG failed to gatherthe information necessary to

evaluate the Project's TAC impacts on sensitive populations. Clean air is a

valuable and relatively scarce resource in the San Diego region, just like water

in Cadiz. See, e.g., AR 3ll:25635 ("The SANDAG region has some of the

most serious local air quality problems in the State and the nation . . ").

Accordingly, just as an estimate of groundwater was essential in Cadiz, an

estimate of existing, regional TAC exposure was essential to evaluating the

additional risks posed by the Project. Absent a full and accurate description of

existing toxic exposures, neither the public nor decision-makers could

understand the signif,rcance of additional toxic emissions from the Project.

See Guidelines $ 15064(b) (the significance of aproject's impacts depends in

part on its setting); Communities þr a Better Env't v. Califurnia Resources

Agency (2002) 103 Cal.App.4th98,l20 (if existing conditions are poor, even
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a slight new impactmay be significant). The EIRthus failedto fulfill CEQA's

informational purpose.

In sum, the EIR first warned the public that it should be very concerned

about exposure to TACs, but then the EIR never supplied the information

needed to evaluate the risk from that exposure. The failure to describe

existing conditions "thwartedthe goals ofthe ElRprocess by not disclosing.

. critical information necessary to evaluate the signihcance of the fproject's]

impact on a valuable resource." Cadiz,83 Cal.App.4th at95. Accordingly,

the EIR cannot stand. Id. (lack of adequate baseline data is a prejudicial error

requiring court to set aside EIR).

The EIR X'ailed to Analyze and Mitigate the Health
Impacts Resulting from the Project's Emission of Toxic
Air Contaminants.

Commenters objected to the EIR's failure to analyze how TAC

emissions from the Project would impact public health. SANDAG responded

that CEQA did not require detailed analysis in a "progtam" EIR, that the

EIR's discussion of TAC impacts was sufficient, and that SANDAG could do

no more. None of SANDAG's justifications has merit.

SANDAG's Use of a "Program" EIR Did Not
Excuse It from Fully Analyzing the Project's
Emissions-Related Health Impacts.

Petitioners and others qiticizedthe EIR's failure to include any detail

regarding the Project's TAC-related health impacts. For example, Petitioners

noted that although the Project's transportation projects "have the potential to

B

1
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result in a substantial increase in toxic air contaminants . . . and therefore may

pose a significant health risk to sensitive receptors, the DEIR failed to provide

an analysis ofthese impacts." AR320:27708. Likewise, the Attorney General

stated that "[t]he principal omission of the DEIR is the lack of any discussion

of the impacts of the increased air pollution that will result from carrying out

the [Project] on communities already severely impactedby airpollution." AR

311:25637

In response, SANDAG accused these commenters of

"misunderstand[ing] the purpose of and legal requirements for the Program

EIR prepared for the [Project]." AR 8b:3765. Due to the Project's

"geographic scope and complexity," the agency suggested, "not all impacts

can feasibly or meaningfully be analyzed quantitatively" at this point. Id.

Instead, according to SANDAG, "assessment and mitigation of TAC impacts

is uniquely a subject that requires individualized project-level analysis." JA

5l:472. See also AR 8b:3765, 4423. The agency therefore asserted that it

could defer useful, detailed analysis of TAC impacts until much later when it,

or other agencies, actually approved individual transportation projects. JA

5l472.

SANDAG's approach violated CEQA, which does not permit an

agency to defer analysis simply by labeling its EIR a "program EIR." Fríends

of Mammoth v. Town of Mammoth Lakes Redevelopment Agency (2000) 82

Cal.App.4th 511, 533 ("Designating an EIR as a program EIR [] does not by
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itself decrease the level of analysis otherwise required in the EIR."). Rather,

as explained above with respect to SANDAG's similar excuse that it may

defer mitigation for greenhouse gas impacts, agencies approving a

programmatic activity must produce an EIR that considers the program's

reasonably foreseeable impacts "as specihcally and comprehensively as

possible." Guidelines $ 1 5 1 68(c)(5). "The degree of specificity required in an

EIR will correspond to the degree of specihcity involved in the underlying

activity which is described in the EIR." Guidelines $ 15146.

Here, SANDAG approved an extraordinarily detailedplan for funding,

building, and connecting specific roadway and transit segments at speciflrc

locations. JA 51:475; AR 8a:2115-2129; 190a: 13384-13451. Because the

Project was so detailed, the EIR's analysis of TAC impacts must be

correspondingly detailed. In addition, SANDAG must fully analyze the

Project's TAC impacts now,because they will largely be determined by the

"first-tier" approval of the Plan itself not by later approvals of the Plan's

individual transportation components. Vìney ar d, 40 Cal. 4th at43 1 (agencies

may defer environmental analysis only "when the impacts or mitigation

measures are not determined by the first-tier approval decision but are specific

to the later phases" of a project).

SANDAG's EIR thus failed to meet the legal standard that applies to all

EIRs, whether project-speciflrc or programmatic:'environmental documents

must "provide[] decisionmakers with sufficient analysis to intelligently
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consider the environmental consequences of [the] project." Bay Delta, 43

Cal. th at ll7 5.

The EIR Never Actually Evaluated Health Risks
from Toxic Air Contaminants.

The EIR failed to provide any meaningful analysis of TACs. As

explained, the "locali zed air quality index analysis" in the Final EIR measured

the number of freeway miles that will produce "high," "medium," or "low"

levels of TAC emissions. See AR 8a:2252-64;8b:4422. However, the EIR

never described what "high," "medium," or "low" risk levels meant in terms

of actual health consequences. AR 8a:2252-64.

Equally troubling, the study did not estimate the number of sensitive

receptors who live near those freeways, and will therefore be exposed to the

risks. Id.; ARBa:2219-20 (health risk correlates with the distance that people

live from roads, with highest risk levels occurring for those living within 500

feet from highways or other high-traffic roads). While the analysis assumed

that people-and sensitive receptors particularly-are evenly distributed

adjacent to all of the freeways, there is no evidence to support this conclusion.

ARSa:2873 (showing population densities for the region).

Because the study omitted the location of sensitive receptors and their

distance from road segments, it could not validly assess whether each segment

of freeway would "expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant

concentrations," as the document promised. AR 8a:2249 (EIR stating its

2.
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threshold of significance for TACs). SANDAG's belated analysis thus cannot

satisff CEQA's requirement that it provide the public with relevant

information regarding the Proj ect' s significant impacts.

3. SANDAG Could Have Conducted a Useful Health
Impact Analysis.

SANDAG also claimed that no methods exist for it to conduct detailed

analysis at the program level. AR 8b :3 8 I 5 , 4423;326:29342-43 . Iturged that

"health risk assessments are feasible only at the project level, when project-

specif,rc designs, meteorological conditionfs], and sensitive receptors have

been def,rned." AR 326:29342; see also ARSa:2264 (same). But SANDAG

ignored that it already had gathered, or readily could gather, the very

information it identified as necessary to conduct a meaningful health risk

assessment

First, the record includes an exhaustive description ofthe locations and

specifications for every transportation project in SANDAG's Plan. AR

8a:2106-29; l90a:13384-13451. This information shows: (l) "[d]etailed

highway and transit listings, cost estimates, and phasing" for each project; and

(2) data regarding Level of Service and average daily traffic for each project.

AR I 90a: I 3 3 85. Furthermore, SANDAG had already estimated the volume of

future traffic on regional roads, including the percentage of truck traff,rc. AR

8a:2255. It also already possessed precise design information for some

projects thatwill be implemented intheProject's early stages. AR 320:28485-
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91 (design of I-5 North Coast Conidor and SR-11 projects). SANDAG offers

no reason why it needed more detailed, project-specif,rc design information to

conduct a credible health risk analysis.

Likewise, SANDAG could readily have identified the residential uses

and other sensitive receptors currently located adjacent to each planned

project. See AR 8a:2735 (map of existing land uses). Because its Project

detailed future housing locations and density, SANDAG could easily have

calculated the approximate number of sensitive receptors that would be

located adjacent to each project. 
^See 

AR l90a:13098-13I02, 73120-24,

13510-32 (showing location and density ofhousing in future years), 13096-97

(describing SANDAG's methodology for creating maps). Finally, while

SANDAG protests that it lacks def,rnitive data about future meteorological

conditions, it did not need precise information on that subject to analyze the

Project's public health impacts. SANDAG aheady knew or could determine

prevailing wind patterns, which heavily influence the direction in which the

pollution will travel from a roadway. See AR 8a:2279 ("The prevailing wind

direction strongly affects exposure to air pollution from nearby traff,tc.").

Furthermore, even if SANDAG had been unable to prepare a precise

health risk assessment covering each transportation improvement in its

Project, the lack of a'þrecise, or'universally accepted,' quantification of the

human health risk from TAC exposure does not excuse the preparation of any

health risk assessment." Berkeley Jets,9l Cal'/,lpp.4th at 1368-70. As the
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Berkeley Jels court explained, "fd]rafting an EIR. . . involves some degree of

forecasting' fand the lead agency must] educate itself about the different

methodologies" available to assess health risks. Id. at 1370 (quoting

Guidelines $ 15144). Here, SANDAG had available at least two viable

options for analyzing health risks.

First, SANDAG could have turned its localizedair quality index into a

useful tool by: (l) analyzing risks from each category ofTAC sources, instead

ofjust freeways; (2) conelating the risk levels calculated in that analysis with

accepted health-based standards; and (3) identiSzing the location and number

of sensitive receptors within f,rve hundred feet ofthe sources. SANDAG could

have readily accomplished the third step by overlaying 500-foot or larger

buffers around busy roadways, ports and other facilities on an aerial

photograph or detailed map that identified the sensitive receptors, thereby

showing whom the "high risk" TAC areas would impact. 
^See 

AR 305:20523

(Air Resources Board recommends not siting sensitive receptors within 500

feet from busy roads, 1,000 feet from railyards, and immediately downwind of

ports). Indeed, SANDAG used exactly this type of maploverlay analysis to

assess the Project's impacts to wildlife (AR 7:550), but then it abandoned that

approach when analyzing impacts to human health.

Second, SANDAG could have conducted health risk assessments for a

representative selection of roadway, port, and other projects that are akeady

designed. Like the first option set forth above, such a study would have been
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less exhaustive than studies for individual infrastructure projects

Nevertheless, it would have allowed the public to understand the relative

health risks for different types of transportation projects included in the Plan.

The record here amply demonstrates the usefulness of a health risk

assessment, or other qualitative analysis, even at a lesser level of detail and

certainty. Experts explained that "[a] large uncertainty range in M[obile]

Sfource] A[ir] Tfoxics] results does not automatically invalidate their use in

comparing alternatives. Relative (not absolute) differences among

alternatives, when calculated by consistent methodology, are generally valid

for purposes of ranking alternatives." AR 320:28087. Thus, even an

imperfect health risk analysis would .have greatly assisted the public in

understanding the differences between SANDAG's alternatives. Here,

because SANDAG provided no such analysis for its Project alternatives, the

public never learned whether SANDAG could have reduced the Project's

enormous increase in high-risk TAC areas by selecting an alternative scenario.

See AR 8a:2255 (EIR asserts the Project will cause 250 percent increase in

high-risk TAC areas),2253-64 (EIR does not include same TAC analysis for

alternatives and therefore does not determine whether alternatives could

reduce the Plan's increase in high-risk TAC areas)

In short, SANDAG erred in claimingthat it was completely unable to

analyze the Project's health impacts on sensitive resources in a meaningful

way. Its "all or nothing" approach left the public with no understanding ofthis
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critical issue. Because SANDAG failed to "find out and disclose all that it

reasonably can" regarding its Project's effect on public health, it violated

CEQA. Berkeley Jets,9l Cal.App.4that1370 (quoting Guidelines $ 15144).

SANDAG's Conclusion that TAC-Related Health
Impacts Were "Significant" Did Not Excuse Its
Lack of Analysis.

Finally, SANDAG cannot justiSz its failure to properly analyze TAC-

related health impacts by claimingthat it "conservatively recognized that the

impacts of transportation project operations on air toxics would be signif,rcant

and unavoidable." AR 8b:3 8l 5; see a/so AR 8a:2264 (SANDAG statement of

inability to analyze followed by generic conclusion that TAC impacts are

significant). Numerous courts have held that an agency cannot cure its failure

to analyze an impact by rotely acknowledging the impact's signif,rcance. The

court in Galante Vineyards expressly rejected this tactic, stating bluntly,

"[T]his acknowledgment is inadequate. 'An EIR should be prepared with a

sufficient degree of analysis to provide decisionmakers with information

which enables them to make a decision which intelligently takes account of

environmental consequences. "' 60 C al.Ap p.4th at I 123 (quoting Guidelines $

15151); see also Mira Monte,165 Cal.App.3d at 365 (EIRprotects "the right

of the public to be informed in such a way that it can intelligently weigh the

environmental consequences of a[] contemplated action").

Thus, SANDAG may not "travel the legally impermissible easy road to

CEQA compliance . . . [by] simply labeling the effect 'signif,rcant' without

4.
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accompanying analysis;' Berkeley Jets, 91 Cal.App.4th at 137 l. Rather, "a

more detailed analysis of how adverse the impact will be is required."

Galante Vineyards, 60 Cal.App.4th at 1123. To evaluate the Project, both

decision-makers and the public must know whether the TAC pollution from

the Project will merely cause minor effects or will lead to major health

consequences. SANDAG's refusal to provide this information is aprejudicial

error under CEQA.

SANDAG Improperly Deferred and Rejected
Mitigation Measures that Would Have Addressed
the Project's Significant Air Quality Impacts.

Just as the EIR violated CEQA by defening critical, program-wide

mitigation of the Project's significant climate-related impacts, it also

unlawfully deferred mitigation for the Project's significant air quality and

health impacts. The EIR ostensibly included four air quality mitigation

measures. AP.Sa:2269-73. However, this mitigation consisted merely of

recommendations for studies and measures that SANDAG and other agencies

might implement in the future. Id. For example, the EIR stated that local

jurisdictions: (1) "can and should assess increases in ozone precursors during

project-specific design and CEQA review" for future transportation projects;

and(2) "mitigate signif,rcant increases to the extent feasible" by incorporating

policies from a menu of non-exclusive options. AFtSa:2269. Similarly, the

EIR recommended that SANDAG and other agencies: (1) evaluate the

potential for local concentrations of dangerous pollutants during project-
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specific review for future transportation projects; and (2) "consider" a handful

of "potential mitigation measures" at that time. AFtSa:2272.

Critically, none of the EIR's mitigation measures included any

performance standards by which to evaluate the success of the recommended

but deferred mitigation. AR 8a:2269-73 This approach flatly violates CEQA,

which requires that agencies providing a "menu" of future mitigation options

must identiff enforceable and effective performance standards. CBE, I84

Cal.App.4th at94,95.

Performance criteria are critical to ensure that mitigation actually

achieves its goal ofreducing or offsetting aproject's impacts. The CBE court

ruled that the City of Richmond's menu of possible mitigation options was

deficient because, inter alia, "ln]o effort is made to calculate what, if any,

reductions in the Project's anticipated . . . emissions would result from each of

these vaguely described future mitigation measures. Indeed, the perfunctory

listing of possible mitigation measures are nonexclusive, undefined,

untested and of unknown eff,rcacy." 184 Cal.App.4th at 93. The EIR here

committed the same error. It failed to describe the effectiveness of its possible

future mitigation measures, which, like Richmond's, were nonexclusive and

untested. Without performance criteria to judge the efficacy of these

measures, SANDAG cannot defend the EIR's conclusion that

"[i]mplementation of these measures would reduce contributions of . . . [air]
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pollutants . . . and reduce the severity of project impacts." AR 8a:2269;

Federation, 83 Cal.App.4th at 1260-62.

Contrary to its claims below (JA 5l:505), SANDAG could have

adopted useful performance standards. For example, the Metropolitan

Transportation Commission adopted a standard speciffing the minimum

number of housing units that must be built near transit stations. AR

320:28503. SANDAG could have adopted a similar standard here to ensure

that regional vehicle trips, and resulting emissions, are reduced overthe life of

the RTP/SCS. Likewise, it could have adopted standards requiring

percentage-reductions in the number of roadway segments that expose nearby

residents to dangerous levels of air pollutants. See AR 8a:2263-64 (EIR

stating that the Plan will increase the number of roadway segments exposing

sensitive receptors to unhealthy local air quality). Finally, as described above,

SANDAG could have adopted feasible measures to reduce greenhouse gas

emissions, which would also mitigate impacts related to other air pollutants.

See supra, Respondents' Brief Part III.C.3. Because these measures would

reduce driving in the region, they would have reduced TAC emissions and

associated health risks. See AR 8a:2259 (TAC health risks increase as traffic

volumes increase)

SANDAG's leadership in crafting regional air pollution policies was

essential at the programmatic level, when SANDAG approved its 4O-year

RTP/SCS. Local agencies will never be able, individually, to caffy out the
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types of broad policies that are necessary to reduce vehicle- and development-

related emissions throughout the region. Only SANDAG has that regional

power. By refusing to analyze in the EIR-and if feasible, adopt-

programmatic mitigation that is essential to reduce significant air quality and

health impacts, SANDAG violated CEQA.

ilI. The EIR Understated the Project's Impacts on Agricultural
Land.

A. The EIR's Analysis of Impacts on Agricultural Land Was
Illogical and Flatly Conflicted with the County's EIR
Analyzing Its General Plan.

The Project covers all of San Diego County, the nation's l6th largest

agricultural county. AR 8a:2175. It includes at least 75 specific road

construction projects (AR 8a:2120-28) and a forecasted development pattern

for 388,000 new homes. AR 8a:2082. Despite the Project's massive scale,

however, the EIR estimated that the Project's transportation improvements

would convert only 17 acres of existing farmlandto non-agricultural uses. AR

8a:2194,2199. Likewise, it claimed that construction of the 388,000 new

homes will convert only 10,508 acres of farmland. AR 8a: 2194 (3,485.09

acres of Prime Farmland, Farmland of Statewide Importance, and Unique

Farmland), 2199 (7,023.07 acres of land with agricultural uses and

conservation easements).

As Petitioners and others told SANDAG, the EIR dramatically

understated the Project's agricultural impacts. 8.g., AR 320:27724-25 (lelter
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from Cleveland National Forest Foundation, Sierra Club, and Center for

Biological Diversity criticizing EIR's estimate of farmland impacts);

279:19462-65 (American Farmland Trust estimating that the Project will

actually convert 51,000 acres of farmland). SANDAG's agricultural impacts

analysis also flatly contradicted the analysis in the County's EIR for its recent

General Plan update. In that EIR, the County found that residential and

commercial development in unincorporated portions of the County alone

would convert 55,963 acres of farmland by 2030. AR 305:20441; see olso id.

at 19865-66 (General Plan analysis relates only to unincorporated lands).

Even though both SANDAG's EIR and the County's EIR relied on the same

growth projections (AR 8a:2075), SANDAG's EIR somehow concluded that

development occurring through 2050 , in both incorporat ed and unincorporated

portions of the County, would convert only 10,500 acres of farmland. AR

8a:2194,2199.

In other words, SANDAG's EIR found that development over a greater

geographic area and over a much longer timeframe will affect 80 percent less

farmland. It similarly concluded that the annual rate of farmland loss will be

an order of magnitude lower than the County predicts. The General Plan EIR

found that development would convert 55,963 acres of farmland over a

twenty-year period, or an average conversion rate of 2,798 acres per year. AR

305:20441. SANDAG's EIR, however, found that development would

convert 10,525 acres of farmland over a forty-year period (AR 8a:2194,
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2199), and thus would convert only 263 acres per year. SANDAG's estimate

ofthe rate of farmland loss was not only far lowerthanthe County's estimates,

but also nearly seven times lower than historic rates of loss. AF.279:19464

(between 1984 and 2008, the County lost farmland atanaveragerate of 1,800

acres per year).

SANDAG cannot explainthis vast discrepancy between its analysis and

the County's analysis. It only suggests vaguely that it used a different

"method[]" than the County to measure agricultural impacts, and that both

methods are valid. AR326:29343-44. SANDAG's attempt to distance itself

from the County's calculations is entirely situational. In defending otherparts

of its EIR, SANDAG explained that it possessed no land use authority and

therefore must defer to information from "the l9 county and city governments

. . . that actually regulate land use through their own . . . general plans." JA

51:468. With agricultural land, however, when the figures from the County's

General Plan prove inconvenient, SANDAG's deference to the County's land

use jurisdiction and superior expertise promptly vanishes.

Regardless, the evidence shows that SANDAG did not use an analysis

to measure impacts to farmland that differed from the County's but was

equally valid. Rather, as Petitioners show, SANDAG based its analysis on

incomplete data and unsupported assumptions. SANDAG's use of inferior

data and methods was particularly inappropriate here because state law

expressly requires transportation agencies to "consider the best practically
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avaílable scientific information regarding . . . farmland" when adopting

SCS's. Gov. Code $ 65080(b)(Z)@)(v) (emphasis added);see AR 218:17814

(RTP guidelines discussing this requirement). See also Masonite Corp. v.

County of Mendocino (2013) 218 Cal.App. th230,240-41 ("our Legislature

has repeatedly stated the preservation of agricultural land is an important

public policy . . . [and] that CEQA is intended to effectuate this public

policy.")

The EIR Erroneously Assumed that All Farmland
Designated for Rural Residential Use Would Remain in
Agricultural Use.

The Project EIR acknowledged that 73,253 acres of County land would

be converted from agricultural land use classifications to "rural residential"

classilrcations over the next forty years. AR 8a:2198. See also id. at2188 (62

percent of the County's current ll8,74l acres of agricultural land will be

reclassif,red to rural residential zones); 336:29418-19 (chart showing

conversion of agricultural land over time).I2 Incredibly, though, the EIR then

stated that this massive rezoning of agricultural land for residential

development would not convert any farmland. No conversion would occur,

reasoned the EIR, because "rural residential land[s] . . . are zoned at densities

t'This chart shows that by 2020,10,183 acres of current agricultural land
will be converted to "spaced rural residential" land use/zoning
classifications, and by 2050,73,252 acres will be converted. Conversely,
the amount of agricultural land that lies within agricultural classifications
declines from 105,444 acres in2020 to a mere 38,475 acres in 2050.

B.
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that allow and often encourage continued farming." 8a:AR2l88; see also íd.

at2l94 (same, and stating that the EIR considers farmland to be impacted only

if it is converted to a use other than agriculture or rural residential use).

The record contradicts the EIR's assumption that rezoning agricultural

land for residential development would not convert any farmland. Indeed, the

EIR itself admiued that rural residential land typically becomes partially

developed. AR 8a:2327. The American Farmland Trust, a group with

undoubted expertise in this field, confirmed that the "historic trend in much of

California suggests thatzoning land for rural residential development is more

likely to result in the conversion of land to [] non-agricultural use." AR

279:19465.

SANDAG's assumption also conflicts withthe County's General Plan

EIR. After conducting a detailed historical study of farmland conversion in

that EIR, the County found that: ( I ) conversion of farmland to rural residential

zoning"increases the potential for an agricultural resource to be convertedto a

non-agricultural use;" and (2) subdividing such lands generally causes a

percentage of each subdivided lot to be converted to non-farm uses. AR

305:20437. Accordingly, the County estimated that development on

agricultural land designated for rural residential uses would cause up to 55,963

acres of farmland to be lost over the life of the General Plan. AR 305:20441.

SANDAG thus lacked any basis on which to assume that rural

residential zoning would not impact a single acre of agricultural land. In the
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trial court, SANDAG acknowledged that the County's approach might be

"more correct," but then asked the Court to find that its approach was also

valid. JA 5 1 :490 (citing AR 336:29418-19; 190a: l3 139). But the two record

cites offered by SANDAG do not justiff the agency's misleading approach.

The f,rrst document merely consists of a chart showing the amount of

agricultural land that the Project will convert to rural residential

classifications. AR 336:29418-19. The chart provides no rationale for how

such conversion would preserve farmland. Id. The second document

concluded, with no supporting evidence, that farmlands "are not threatened

because of low-density zoning" because "rural residential land [] allows and

often encourages agricultural use." l90a:13139. Even iftrue, this statement

acknowledges that agricultural use will not always be encouraged on rural

residential lands; thus it does not support the EIR's assumption that rezoning

would not cause any impact on farmland. Accordingly, the EIR's failure to

accurately measure the Project's large impacts on farmland violates CEQA.

The EIR Failed to Disclose or Analyze Impacts on Small
Farms.

Because of the area's fertile land and unique microclimates, County

agricultural land has the highest dollar value per acre of any county in the

state. AR 279:19462-63. And because the farmland is so valuable, the

County has a high proportion of small farms; approximately two-thirds of the

County's 6,687 farms are less than ten acres in size. AR 8a:217 5;305:20422.

C
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The County recognized these facts when itanalyzedthe effects that its

General Plan update would have on County farmland. In particular, it knew

that it could not rely exclusively on maps from the state Farmland Mapping

and Monitoring Program ("FMN,flP") to analyze agricultural impacts. As the

County explained, the "FMMP uses a 10 acre minimum mapping unit to

determine farmland resources," yet "[s]ixty-eight percent of San Diego

County's farms are between one and nine acres, with an average farm size of

four acres." AR 305:20422. Thus, "[w]hile this IFMMP] standard would be

appropriate in other areas ofthe State with larger farms, it does not account for

the numerous smaller farms located through San Diego County." Id. For

these reasons, the County used aerial mapping as well as FMMP maps to

accurately determine the extent of farmland impacts. AR 305:20422;

326:29344

In contrast, there is no evidence that SANDAG's EIR evaluated the

Project's impacts on the region's thousands of small farms. SANDAG

acknowledged that it used only FMMP maps to analyze impacts on farmland

under its f,irst "threshold of significance" (AG-l). JA 51:487; AR 8a:2188.

Thus, the EIR's analysis under this threshold admittedly ignored all impacts

on the region's small farms. SANDAG claims that its second threshold of

signif,rcance (AG-2) considered impacts to small farms among other lands "in
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current agricultural use" and under Williamson Act contracts.13 JA 51:487-88;

see also AR 8a:2194-99. The record, however, does not support this claim.

The EIR states that 1 I8,7 41.5 acres of land in the region are "in current

agricultural use." AR 8a:2194. However, the EIR failed to: (1) provide the

source of this data(íd.); (2) show the location of this farmland; or (3) disclose

the size of the parcels. AR 8a:2177. Without this information, the public

cannot tell whether this land includes only FMMP-mapped land or whether it

also includes small farms

Recognizing the weakness of its position, SANDAG introduced new

evidence below to support its clairn that the EIR relied not only on FMMP

data, but also on aerial mapping that accounted for small farms. JA 5l:487;

SAR 346:30229. However, the record citation SANDAG offered for this

claim provides no support. The cited document states only that the EIR's data

came from a farmland "inventory" created in the mid-1990's; it does not

establish that the initial inventory was compiled using aerial data. SAR

345:30229 (stating that farmland is removed from the inventory based on

aerial surveys, but not stating how the original survey was accomplished).

Moreover, even if the survey had been based on aerial photographs, this fact

does notprove thatthe survey included smaller farms. TheFMMP database is

t' The threshold also recognizedimpacts to land designated under the
California Farmland Conservancy Act. However, these lands were
analyzed as a subset of lands "in current agricultural use." AR 8a:2195
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also based on aerial photographs, yet that database utilizes a ten-acre

minimum mapping unit. AR 305:20431.

In short, the EIR nowhere analyzed the Project's impacts to the 68

percent of the County's agricultural operations composed of small farms.

SANDAG's claim that itperformed the analysis finds no support inthe record.

Accordingly, because the ElRprejudicially failed to apprise decision-makers

and the public of the Project's true agricultural impacts, it failed as an

informational docum ent. See Víneyard, 40 Cal.4th at 442 (EIR data "must be

presented in a manner calculated to adequately inform the public and decision

makers"); Kings County, 221 Cal.App.3d at 734-35 (failure to include data

necessary for informed decision-making is a prejudicial error).

IV The EIR Failed to Analyze a Reasonable Range of Alternatives
that Could Have Reduced the Project's Significant Impacts.

Every EIR must analyze a reasonable range of project alternatives. See

$ 21100(b)(a); Guidelines $ I5126.6(a). To be "reasonable," these

alternatives must provide enough variation from the proposed project "to

allow informed decisionmaking" regarding options that would reduce

environmental impacts. Laurel Heights I, 47 Cal.3d. at 404-05. "[T]he

purpose of an alternatives analysis is to allow the decisionmaker to determine

whether there is an environmentally superior alternative that will meet most of

the project's objectives." Watsonville Pílots Assn. v. Cíty of Watsonville
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(2010) 183 Cal.App.4th 1059, 1089; see also Guidelines $ 15126.6(a) & (b).

Here, the EIR's analysis of alternatives failed to satisff these requirements

In each alternative, SANDAG remained wedded to a highway-centric

approach to transportation. The EIR analyzed six alternatives (other than the

required "no project" altemative), but all of them varied only slightly in

substance from the proposed Project and thus do not constitute a "reasonable

raîge" of alternatives. See Guidelines $ 15126.6(b) (EIR must evaluate

reasonable range of alternatives even if some "would impede to some degree

the attainment of the project objectives, or would be more costly"); AR

296:19688-91;320:27735-37 . Notably, all six alternatives would construct

most or all of the Plan's highway projects; they simply used slightly different

timeframes. Compare AR 8a:2109-22 with id. at 3140-62. Although

Alternatives 2a and 2b would eliminate some highway projects planned for

2035 and 2050 and advance some transit projects (AR 8a:3140, 3153), a

comparison of performance measures shows that these alternatives produced

almost the same percentage of trips easily accessible by transit as the

RTP/SCS. See AR 8b:3753, 3755. Because these alternatives did not

demonstrate how the Project's impacts could be reduced by increasing the

amount of public transit, they did not add meaningfully to the range of

alternatives considered.

Even the two so-called "Transit Emphasis" alternatives (Alternatives 3a

and 3b) "implement[ed] the majority of highway projects in the 2050
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RTP/SCS." AR 8a:3153; see also íd. at 3160. While these alternatives

advanced some transit projects, they still would defer at least half of them to

the Plan's middle or latter phases AR 8a:3158-60. Moreover, neither

alternative proposed any new transit project not already included in the

adopted Plan. AR 8a:3 I 53, 3 I 5 8-60. Given that SANDAG's Plan will lock in

regional transportation and growth patterns for decades, it was crucial that

SANDAG analyze araîge of alternatives that could substantially reduce the

Project's signif,rcant impacts. Here, the planned transportation components

were not suff,rciently different from the Project to substantially reduce impacts.

Indeed, no alternative analyzed would avoid or substantially lessen the

Project's significant environmental impacts. ,See AR 8a:332 0-29. The Project

would cause signif,rcant environmental impacts in 17 "issue areas" over the life

of the Plan. All six alternatives, including the alternative designated by

SANDAG as "environmentally superior," would cause significant

environmental impacts in those same .17 issue areas. Id.r4 of particular

concern, hve of the six alternatives resulted in the same or increased impacts

la Two alternatives, 3a and 3b, would reduce a signifìcant Project impact in
one subcategory of transportation impacts (non-work trips accessible within
l5 minutes) to a less than significant level in 2050. However, they would
also increase another impact (emergency response times based on
congestion) from less-than-significant to significant in the same time
period. AR 3a:33 19, 3329.
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related to the Plan's significant greenhouse gas emissions.rs ARSa:3323-24

(chart comparing greenhouse gas impacts of alternatives),3330 (explaining

chart).

Given that the fundamental goal of the SCS-and one of the primary

goals of the overall Plan-was to reduce vehicle-related greenhouse gas

emissions in the region (AR 8a:2081), SANDAG's refusal to analyze

alternatives that substantially reduce the Project's significant greenhouse gas-

related impacts is a serious deficiency. Courts have repeatedly invalidated

EIRs where, as here, they fail to analyze feasible alternatives that could reduce

a project's primary, significant impacts. Watsonville Pilots Assn., 183

Cal.App.4th at 1089-90 (EIR was deficient for failing to include reduced

development alternative that would avoid or lessen the project's primary

growth-related significant impacts); Habitat and Watershed Caretakers v. City

of Santa Cruz (2013)213 Cal.App.4th 1277 ,1285,1305 (invalidating EIRthat

failed to discuss any feasible alternative that would lessen the project's

primary water supply impact).

tt While the EIR asserted that one of the alternatives-the Slow Growth
alternative- would have slightly lower greenhouse gas impacts than the
Project (AR 8a:3323-24), SANDAG admitted that this alternative "would
result in additional growth and associated impacts in surrounding counties."
AR 3:148. As such, the alternative did not actually reduce the Plan's
greenhouse gas or other impacts, but simply displaced those impacts to
other locations.
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SANDAG's failures here were avoidable. From the beginning of the

administrative process, members of the public implored the agency to design

an alternative that would increase transit service significantly in the Plan's

early years and jettison highway projects that discourage "smart growth." AR

250:19107-10; 258:19150; 282:19476. Early on, leading environmental

groups presented SANDAG with two such comprehensive alternatives

designed by expert consultants: (1) the "50-10 Transit Plan;" and (2) the

"FAST Plan." The 50-10 Plan was developed by Smart Mobility Inc. at

Petitioner Cleveland National Forest Foundation's request, and it differed

substantially from both the Project and the alternatives in the EIR by

accelerating the Plan's transit projects to the Plan's first ten years. AR

296:19690-9I, 19749-68. The 50-10 Plan also would halt new highway or

tollway construction until the urban core transit system is functional. Id.

Similarly, Move San Diego's FAST Plan was a transit-focused alternative

providing for more rapid transit connections and maximizing transit ridership

AR 258:19158-59. Both would be true alternatives, but SANDAG failed to

include either alternative plan in its EIR.

SANDAG's justifications for restricting its range of altematives do not

withstand scrutiny. SANDAG claimed the 50-10 Plan and FAST Plan were

infeasible, urìnecessary, or not environmentally superior (AR 8b:3 805- I 1), but

the agency's excuses were either plainly incorrect or unsupported by

substantial evidence. AR 320:27737-42. In any event, even if SANDAG
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could refuse to analyze the particular options presented by the public, the

agency was still required to develop some option that substantially lessened

the Project's impacts while achieving most of its objectives.

SANDAG's unwillingness to design an alternative that allows the

region to meet the state's long-term greenhouse gas reduction goals was

particularly ironic, given the agency's own Climate Action Strategy. This

document warns that "[c]limate change is a serious global challenge . . .

requiring all levels of government, including SANDAG and its member

agencies, to engage in immediate and sustained actions to reduce greenhouse

gas emissions." AR 216: 17 625 . The Strategy also emphasizes that "the long-

term goal of reducing statewide greenhouse gas emissions to 80 percent below

the 1990 level by the year 2050 will require fundamental changes in policy,

technology, and behavior." AR 216:17628.

Despite SANDAG's adopted policy pronouncements, the EIR failed to

analyze any altemative that implements the fundamental changes necessary to

meaningfully reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Rather, the chosen options

involved only minor shifts in course, with correspondingly minor shifts in

outcomes. Being presented with no other option, the SANDAG Board

approved a Project that not only fails to help the state achieve its long-term

greenhouse gas reduction goals, but actually allows emissions to increase. AR

8a:257 5, 2577 -78; 8b:3821, 4435; 190a: 13091.
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The EIR's omission of any alternative that couldputthe region ontrack

to achieving California's long-term goals for climate stabilization violated

CEQA's core mandate. Guidelines $ 15126.6(a) & (b); Goleta, 52 Cal.3d at

564 (alternatives analysis is "[t]he core of an EIR"). Because this error

deprived the public and decision-makers of vital information relevant to

approval of the Project, it was prejudicial under CEQA. See Watsonville

Pilots Assn., 183 Cal.App.4th at 1089-90

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, Petitioners respectfully request that this

Court grant their cross-appeal. Specifically, Petitioners request the Court to

direct the court below to issue a revised judgment and writ in light of the

EIR's failure to adequately analyze or mitigate the Project's air quality and

agricultural impacts, and its failure to discuss a reasonable range of project

alternatives.
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